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Reaction Chemistry of C1 Hydrocarbons and Oxygenates on Cr2O3 2)1(10  
 

Chad Byrd 
 

(Abstract) 
 
The reactions of iodomethane, diiodomethane, and formaldehyde over stoichiometric, O-
terminated, and Cl-terminated α-Cr2O3 )2110(  surfaces, were studied by thermal 
desorption spectroscopy.  Adsorbed formaldehyde forms dioxymethylene species on the 
nearly-stoichiometric surface that react primarily above 600 K.  Dioxymethylene 
decomposes via a Cannizzaro-type process with dehydrogenation to formate, and 
hydrogenation to methoxide.  Methoxide hydrogenation produces methane and methanol 
near 670 K.  Formate decomposition occurs at 720 K, producing acetylene, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide and formic acid.  The site requirements for these reactions are 
a cation/anion site pair.  When the surface cations are capped with Cl, the reactivity 
associated with dioxymethylene intermediates above 600 K is not observed.  At higher 
coverages, polymerization to paraformaldehyde is observed on both surfaces, and 
decomposition to formaldehyde is observed at 400 K in thermal desorption.  Iodomethane 
and diiodomethane are used as sources of methyl and methylene surface species, 
respectively.  Methyl fragments on the stoichiometric surface dehydrogenate to surface 
methylene and hydrogen as a rate limiting step to produce ethylene and methane at 505 
K.  On the oxygen-terminated surface, the methyl fragments undergo dehydrogenation 
and coupling to ethylene at 425 K, undergo oxygen insertion to formaldehyde at 425 K, 
and produce carbon dioxide, formic acid, and water above 700 K from the 
dehydrogenation of formate.  Methylene fragments on the stoichiometric surface undergo 
diffusion limited coupling to ethylene at 390 to 490 K and produce methane at 520 K 
from dehydrogenation.  On the oxygen-terminated surface, methylene undergoes oxygen 
insertion to produce formaldehyde at 450 K, produce carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, 
and water at 695 K from dioxymethylene dehydrogenation, and produce carbon dioxide, 
formic acid, and water above 700 K from the dehydrogenation of formate. 
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Reaction Chemistry of C1 Hydrocarbons and Oxygenates on Cr2O3 2)1(10  

1.1. Introduction 

Previous studies of the selective (partial) oxidation of hydrocarbons by metal-

oxide catalysts have suggested that lattice oxygen rather than adsorbed oxygen is 

primarily responsible for selective oxidation [1, 2].  Properties of oxygen anions such as 

metal-oxygen bond strength, core electron (O 1s) binding energies in X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), and coordination number have been correlated with the activity and 

selectivity of oxide catalysts for selective oxidation [1,3].  This study investigates the role 

of oxygen coordination in the production of selective oxidation products (olefins and 

hydrocarbon oxygenates) and non-selective oxidation products (CO and CO2) from 

hydrocarbon fragments and oxygenates.  In particular, this study investigates how 3-

coordinate lattice oxygen and terminal oxygen on single crystal chromia surfaces 

influence the reactivity and selectivity of oxidation reactions of hydrocarbon fragments 

and oxygenates.  For oxygenated hydrocarbons produced from the reaction of 

hydrocarbon fragments, the source of the oxygen involved in the insertion chemistry is 

elucidated. 

C1 hydrocarbon fragments were prepared on the model Cr2O3 )2110( surface in 

ultrahigh vacuum by the dissociation of iodine-containing hydrocarbons to generate 

predictable surface fragments by C-I bond breaking (ex, CH3 fragments from CH3I).  C1 

oxygenates (methanol, formaldehyde, and formic acid) that form oxygenated surface 

intermediates have been investigated to provide a clearer understanding of the reaction 

pathways associated with oxygen insertion and oxygenate production. 
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1.2. Influence of lattice oxygen coordination in oxidation chemistry 

The Cr2O3 )2110( surface (described below) can be prepared to expose Cr cations 

and 3-coordinate oxygen anions (a stoichiometric surface) or terminal chromyl (Cr=O) 

and 3-coordinate oxygen anions (an O-terminated surface) so that the role of oxygen 

coordination on oxidation chemistry can be investigated directly.  Questions addressed in 

this study include:  

1. Do 3-coordinate oxygen anions insert into hydrocarbon fragments or participate in 

oxidation processes? 

2. Do terminal oxygen anions insert into hydrocarbon fragments or participate in 

oxidation processes? 

3. Which surface oxygen anion favors selective oxidation products? 

4. Do oxygenates adsorbed on the stiochiometric surface form the same reaction 

intermediates as hydrocarbons fragments on the oxygen-terminated surface? 

The different surface preparations permit the study of C1 hydrocarbon reaction chemistry 

in the presence of one or both types of surface lattice oxygen by thermal desorption.  The 

chemistry of C1 hydrocarbons fragments (methyl and methylene fragments) on the 

stoichiometric and oxygen-terminated surfaces is compared to identify any differences in 

oxidation chemistry in the presence of different forms of surface oxygen anions. 

The reactivity of 18O labeled methanol has been used as a model for methyl 

fragments bound to terminal oxygen anions to differentiate the oxygen source in 

oxidation products.  These results have already been reported [4], and are not included 

here, with the exception of results necessary for understanding the reaction chemistry of 
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formaldehyde.  Similarly, the reaction of formaldehyde is used as a model for methylene 

fragments bound to terminal oxygen anions.   

1.3. Description of the α-Cr2O3 )2110(  Surface  

 α-Cr2O3 is an electrical insulator (Egap=3.4 eV) with the corundum structure [5, 6].  

The bulk chromium cations are coordinated by a distorted octahedron, and the oxygen 

anions are coordinated by a distorted tetrahedron.  In the corundum structure, one-third of 

the possible cation sites are vacant along the )2110(  plane and other crystallographically 

equivalent planes [7].   

 The ideal )2110( surface is non-polar and has the lowest energy of any perfect 

low-index surface of α-Cr2O3 [8].  A ball model representation of the ideal, 

stoichiometric surface is shown in Figure 1.1.  The )2110(  surface is somewhat 

corrugated or wavy due to the alternating tilt of incomplete octahedra relative to the 

macroscopic )2110(  plane.  The topmost atomic layer of the ideal surface is composed 

entirely of oxygen anions.  One full stoichiometric repeating unit cell normal to the 

surface contains five atomic layers arranged as {O, Cr, O, Cr, O}.  The surface has a 

rectangular (almost square) periodicity with a ratio of sides a/b=0.94 [9].  At the 

)2110( surface, all O2- (oxide) anions in the top atomic layer are three coordinate and the 

Cr3+ cations in the second atomic layer are five coordinate.  Both ions have one 

coordination vacancy relative to their bulk counterparts [7].  All the ions below the top 

two atomic layers are fully saturated.  The coordinatively unsaturated surface cations are 

separated by ~4.5 Å.  It has been shown that a nearly-stoichiometric surface can be 



Figure 1.1. A ball model representation of the Cr2O3 (1012) surface.  The top view 
shows the (1012) surface parallel to the plane of the page.  A surface unit cell is drawn 
to show periodicity.  The bottom shows a side view of one stoichiometric repeating 
layer.  The chromium cations are represented by small black spheres and and oxygen 
anions by the large gray spheres.

[0221]

a
b

[0221]
[2110]

4
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reproducibly prepared from an ordered surface by Ar+ ion bombardment and annealing at 

900K in ultrahigh vacuum [9]. 

In addition to the stoichiometric surface, an oxygen-terminated surface can be 

prepared by repeated O2 exposures on a nearly-stoichiometric surface until essentially all 

surface cations are capped with terminal oxygen (Cr=O) [9].   The oxygen-terminated 

surface exposes both the three-coordinate O2- anions and the terminal chromyl oxygen 

(Cr=O).  A chlorine-terminated surface can also be prepared by the low temperature 

reaction of 1,1,2 trichloro-1-fluoroethane (CFCl2-CH2Cl) with the nearly-stoichiometric 

surface to give a surface where essentially all Cr cations are capped with Cl adatoms [10, 

11]. 

1.4.  Experimental  

Experiments were conducted in two ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chambers.  The first 

is ion-pumped and equipped with a Physical Electronics model 15-155 single-pass 

cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).  The second 

is a turbo pumped dual-chamber UHV system equipped with a Mg X-ray source and a 

Leybold EA-11 hemispherical analyzer for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).  

Both UHV systems are equipped with Inficon Quadrex 200 mass spectrometers for 

thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) and Vacuum Generators three-grid reverse view 

low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics.  The base operating pressure for the 

chambers in this study was 1x 10-10 Torr.   

 The crystal was oriented to within 1° of the )2110( surface using Laue back-

reflection and polished to a final mirror finish with 0.25 µm diamond paste. The sample 

was mechanically clamped onto a tantalum stage that was fastened to liquid nitrogen-
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cooled copper electrical feedthroughs.  A type-K thermocouple was attached to the back 

of the single crystal through a hole in the stage using Aremco No. 569 ceramic cement.   

Initial sample preparation is performed in accordance with earlier characterization 

work reported by our group [9].  Cleaning the sample was accomplished by Ar ion 

bombardment with a beam energy of 2 keV.  To ensure an ordered surface, the sample 

was then linearly heated at 2.5 K/s to 900 K and held at 900 K [9]. 

For AES and LEED, the crystal was held at elevated temperatures (875 and  

855 K, respectively) to compensate for the insulating nature of α-Cr2O3.   LEED was 

used to verify surface ordering, and AES was used to check sample surface cleanliness.  

A 5 keV primary beam was used for AES with the sample oriented normal to the axis of 

the CMA.  Peak-to-peak heights of derivative spectra were used with atomic sensitivity 

factors for characterizing surface compositions [9, 12].   

The oxygen-terminated surface was prepared by irreversible dissociative 

adsorption of O2 on a stoichiometric surface.  The stoichiometric surface was cooled to 

90 K, then heated to 850 K at 2.5 K/s and cooled back to 90 K.  Between the 

temperatures of 90 K and 570 K during the heating and cooling phases of the cycle, the 

sample was exposed to O2 at 4.0 x 10-9 Torr [13] through a gas doser.  The 

heating/cooling/dosing cycle was repeated five times.  The surface preparation technique 

was verified by AES and LEED to check surface composition and periodicity.  The 

surface condition was also checked with a TDS experiment using a 0.09 L carbon dioxide 

exposure to determine chemically that Cr-cations were capped [14]. 

A chlorine-terminated surface was prepared by the low temperature reaction of 

1,1,2 trichloro-1-fluoroethane (CFCl2-CH2Cl) with the nearly-stoichiometric surface.  An 
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exposure of CFCl2-CH2Cl at 100 K and linear temperature ramp (2.5 K/second) to 840 K 

results in the deposition of chlorine adatoms at surface chromium cation sites.  The 

exposure and ramps are repeated until surface deactivation, where a 1:1 ratio of chlorine 

adatoms to five-coordinate surface chromium cations occurs at saturation [10, 11]. 

XPS spectra were collected at 100 K from Cr2O3 )2110( surfaces.  Uniform 

steady-state charging occurs due to the insulating nature of Cr2O3 [9].  Previous work 

indicates that referencing the binding energy scale for Cr 2p3/2 at 576.9 eV compensates 

for steady state charging [9].  XPS experiments were run at a pass energy of 60 eV, 

which gives a FWHM of 1.06 eV for Ag 3d5/2. 

For all TDS experiments, gas exposures were accomplished by backfilling the 

chamber through a variable leak valve with the sample temperature held at 100 K.  The 

mass spectrometer was equipped with a glass skimmer to minimize the collection of 

signals from the sample holder hardware.  The sample mounting was resistively heated to 

give a sample heating rate of 2.5 K/s.   TDS experiments for product identification and 

product distributions were each repeated eight times to ensure reproducibility.  The error 

associated for reported product yields was typically ± 4% for various coverages, and was 

± 1% for yields smaller than 10 %. 
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Reactions of CH2O on α-Cr2O3 2)1(10 Surfaces 

2.1.  Introduction 

On a variety of metal-oxide powders, Busca et al. [1] identified several surface 

species from adsorbed formaldehyde using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

spectroscopy.  In addition to formaldehyde, the surface species observed include 

polyoxymethylene (paraformaldehyde), methoxide, dioxymethylene, and formate [1].  

The report indicates that adsorbed formaldehyde transforms to dioxymethylene upon 

heating for some powders, and forms dioxymethylene directly on adsorption at room 

temperature for other powders.  When either paraformaldehyde or dioxymethylene are 

observed, these intermediates are reported to transform upon heating to methoxide and 

formate intermediates.  The transformation of dioxymethylene to methoxide and formate 

intermediates (1) is commonly described in terms of a Cannizzaro-type 

disproportionation reaction [1, 4, 5].  However, the net reaction can be though of in terms 

of a hydride transfer involving two elementary steps – dioxymethylene dehydrogenation 

to formate and dioxymethylene hydrogenation to methoxide [2, 4]. 

2 CH2OO (ads)          →  CH3O (ads) + HCOO (ads)  (1) 

Surface intermediates similar to those reported by Busca et al., were also seen on 

single crystal metal-oxides [3-5] and oxygen covered metal surfaces [6- 10] with thermal 

desorption [3-10] and vibrational spectroscopy [6, 10].  Methoxide intermediates formed 

by formaldehyde adsorption dehydrogenate to formaldehyde and carbon monoxide, and 

hydrogenate to form methanol and methane [4, 5, 10].  The production of formic acid, 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and formaldehyde was also reported as a result of 

formate decomposition from adsorbed formaldehyde [3-9].  The dehydrogenation of 
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formate intermediates produces carbon dioxide (2).  Liberated hydrogen participates in 

hydrogenation of formate intermediates to produce formic acid (3).  The simultaneous 

desorption of both carbon dioxide and formic acid is a clear indication of formate 

mediated chemistry with dehydrogenation as the rate-limiting step [11-13]. 

HCOO (ads)   → CO2  + H(ads)     (2) 

HCOO (ads) + H(ads) → HCOOH     (3) 

In addition to intermediates observed at low coverages, higher coverages of 

formaldehyde can lead to polymerization.  The formation of paraformaldehyde is 

reported on metal surfaces [6, 14-17], oxygen-covered metal surfaces [7-9]  and metal-

oxide powders [18-21].  In thermal desorption experiments, paraformaldehyde 

decomposes and produces formaldehyde [6, 14-17].  On powdered metal-oxides, FTIR 

studies have shown that a series of reactions occurs from paraformaldehyde to 

dioxymethylene, and dioxymethylene to methoxide and formate intermediates, 

suggesting a net Cannizzaro-type reaction [1]. 

Evidence also exists that the polymerization of formaldehyde is enhanced by 

surface oxygen.  Surface oxygen may serve as an active site for paraformaldehyde 

formation or as an initiator to polymerization [6].  Polymerization to paraformaldehyde, 

as identified by high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS), increases 

in the presence of surface oxygen on Rh(111) as formaldehyde desorption in thermal 

desorption spectroscopy increases [6]. 
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2.2. Experimental 

Experimental equipment and preparation techniques are decribed in Chapter 1.  

Formaldehyde was obtained by the thermal decomposition of paraformaldehyde powder 

(Aldrich, 95%).  All reported exposures have been corrected for ion gauge sensitivity 

[22].  The mounting was resistively heated to give a linear heating rate of 2.5 K/s for the 

sample.  For each desorbed species, the m/z ratio of the parent mass (molecular weight) 

was collected, except for methane.  For methane m/z = 15 was used to avoid overlap with 

the m/z=16 signal from carbon dioxide.  Relative amounts of products were obtained by 

comparison of the integrated areas of the desorption traces, which were corrected with 

experimentally determined mass spectrometer sensitivity factors [23]. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) 

 The reaction of formaldehyde was examined by TDS for the stoichiometric and 

chlorine-terminated surfaces described above.  In addition to formaldehyde, the following 

reaction products were also observed: methanol, methane, carbon monoxide, carbon 

dioxide, formic acid, acetylene and hydrogen.  Other products tested for, but not detected, 

were water, oligomers of formaldehyde, all C2 hydrocarbons and C2 oxygenates.   

2.3.1.1. Nearly-stoichiometric surface 

 Figure 2.1 illustrates the variation in H2CO desorption signal with dose size for 

adsorption at 90 K on the nearly-stoichiometric α-Cr2O3 )2110( surface.  The bottom 

panel shows smaller doses (up to 0.47 L) on a more magnified scale, while the top panel 

shows larger doses up to 1.9 L.  At the lowest dose investigated (0.03 L), two primary 

features are observed in the formaldehyde desorption spectrum: a high temperature  
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feature at 690 K, and a broad lower temperature feature centered around 500 K.  With 

increasing the dose, the 690 K feature increases in intensity, and saturates for doses in 

excess of about 0.6 L.  The constant temperature of the desorption feature with coverage 

suggests first-order rate-limiting kinetics [24] associated with this 690 K feature.  The 

broad feature centered near 500 K also increases in intensity with dose, and shifts down 

in temperature to 450 K by a dose of 0.47 L.  For larger doses, the 450 K feature 

continues to grow in intensity.  For a 0.47 L dose, the addition of a shoulder is observed 

at 400 K, which becomes a distinct feature with increasing dose size.  The 400 and 450 K 

features increase in intensity with increasing dose size without saturating for doses as 

large as 1.9 L.  

 A H2CO desorption feature is also observed at 265 K, and grows in intensity 

with increasing dose size.  The change in intensity, with increased dose size for the 265 K 

feature, is much slower than the higher temperature features. In addition to the features 

observed above 200 K, a H2CO desorption feature is also seen in Figure 2.1 at 120 K for 

doses greater than about 0.6 L.  This feature increases with dose size, and shifts to lower 

temperatures to near 110 K.  The feature at 110 K also does not saturate with increasing 

dose for exposures as large as 1.9 L.   

 Figure 2.2 shows the complete set of product desorption spectra obtained 

following a 0.47 L dose of formaldehyde on a nearly-stoichiometric surface at 90 K.  

Desorption features are observed for products in two primary temperature regimes around 

450 K and 700 K.  In the lower temperature range, formaldehyde, methanol and carbon 

monoxide desorption are observed.  Carbon monoxide desorption occurs at 400 K.  The 

onset of the carbon monoxide feature is observed at a 0.06 L dose of formaldehyde and  



 

 

Figure 2.2. Desorption products from a 0.47 L CH2O dose on the 
nearly-stoichiometric surface.
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increases in intensity with increasing coverage for doses as large as 1.9 L.  A previous 

carbon monoxide thermal desorption study [25] has shown that the desorption limited 

evolution of carbon monoxide occurs at 195 K from the nearly-stoichiometric surface, 

indicating that the carbon monoxide feature at 400 K is reaction limited.  Formaldehyde 

desorption is observed at 450 K, and occurs in a broad feature that overlaps much of the 

temperature range associated with carbon monoxide desorption to lower temperatures.  A 

shoulder for methanol is observed at ~500 K, as a part of a main desorption feature that 

evolves in the high temperature region above 600 K.  With increasing coverage, this 

shoulder resolves into a distinct peak at 495 K, and does not saturate for doses as large as 

1.9 L.  Mass spectrometric analysis of the dosed formaldehyde confirms conclusively that 

the methanol desorption features are attributable to the surface reaction chemistry of 

formaldehyde, and not to contaminant methanol in the dosed formaldehyde.  The feature 

for methanol at 495 K continues to grow in intensity with the features for carbon 

monoxide at 400 K and formaldehyde around 450 K. 

Figure 2.3 shows the high temperature regime of the TDS data on an expanded 

scale for the same data shown in Figure 2.2.  As previously seen in Figure 2.1, a broad 

desorption feature for formaldehyde is observed at 690 K.  A feature is observed for 

carbon monoxide at 700 K.  For smaller coverages, the peak temperature of the carbon 

monoxide desorption feature is around 710 K and it shifts down to 700 K with increasing 

dose sizes.  Similar to formaldehyde desorption, the carbon monoxide feature saturates at 

around an 0.6 L formaldehyde dose.  A second order Redhead analysis was performed 

[24], but did not show the linearity characteristic of a second order process.  Therefore,  



Figure 2.3. Desorption products from  0.47 L CH2O dose size over the 
nearly-stoichiometric surface displayed on an expanded scale. 
The data are the same as those shown in Figure 2.2.
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the kinetics for the reaction-limited generation of carbon monoxide are thought to be first 

order [24].   

The high temperature feature for formaldehyde is the broadest desorption feature 

observed in the 670 to 720 K temperature range.  This feature forms a broad, high 

temperature “envelope” within which all the other high temperature products appear.  Of 

the remaining products, two distinct temperature ranges for desorption are observed: 720 

K for acetylene, carbon dioxide and formic acid, and about 670 K for methane and 

methanol. 

At 720 K, desorption features for carbon dioxide and formic acid are observed, 

indicating that these products originate from a common surface intermediate by the same 

rate-determining step.  An acetylene desorption feature accompanies carbon dioxide and 

formic acid at 720 K, but it is broader and more symmetric in shape than the signals for 

carbon dioxide and formic acid.  The peak temperature for the features remains constant 

with increasing dose size, indicating a first order rate-limiting kinetic step [24].    Using 

the Redhead equation [24] and assuming a normal first-order pre-exponential (1013 s-1), 

an activation energy of 45.7 kcal/mol is calculated for the 720 K features.   

In the desorption trace for hydrogen, the feature appears at 715 K and tails 

somewhat towards the lower temperature range (670 K), similar to formaldehyde.  Due to 

the broadness associated with the tail, the desorption for H2 is slightly different from that 

observed for formic acid and carbon dioxide at 720 K.  The tail towards lower 

temperatures indicates that surface hydrogen is generated in the reaction pathway at 

lower temperatures.   
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Near 660 K, a broad feature for methanol is observed.  The high temperature edge 

of the methanol feature aligns with the 670 K desorption feature for methane.  The 

extension of features towards lower temperatures for hydrogen, carbon monoxide and 

formaldehyde coincide with the features at 670 K for methanol and methane.  The 

intensity of peaks for methane and methanol at 660 to 670 K is saturated for dose sizes in 

excess of about 0.6 L.  This saturation is in direct contrast to the lower temperature 

feature for methanol.  The feature for methane at 670 K remains at constant temperature 

with varying coverages indicating first-order rate-limiting kinetics [24].  Using the 

Redhead equation [24] and assuming normal first-order pre-exponentials (1013 s-1), 

activation energy of 42.5 kcal/mol is calculated for 670 K features. 

Figure 2.4 shows methanol desorption spectra from two different reactant 

molecules, adsorbed formaldehyde for 0.47 and 1.9 L dose sizes and from adsorbed 

methanol for 0.03 and 0.06 L dose sizes.  Spectra from exposures of formaldehyde 

illustrate the constant temperature growth of the 495 K methanol feature with increasing 

dose size.  Methanol desorption following methanol exposures is similar in peak shape 

and temperature, and indicates a common surface intermediate with the same kinetics 

regardless of the starting reactants.  Previous work with X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) for the reaction of methanol on this surface led to an identification of 

surface methoxide associated with the 495 K methanol desorption [30].  The amount of 

methoxide intermediate on the surface decreased after heating to remove the 490 K 

feature where methanol desorption is observed, indicating that methoxide recombines 

with surface hydrogen to produce methanol [30].  After the high temperature product 

peaks saturate for formaldehyde dose sizes larger than 0.6 L, the 495 K methanol feature  
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grows more noticeable with a similar temperature to that observed for methoxide/ 

hydrogen recombination following methanol adsorption.  The similar temperature 

indicates that methoxide intermediates are the surface species that generate methanol 

from adsorbed formaldehyde.  The methanol feature from adsorbed formaldehyde grows 

in a similar manner with dose as the formaldehyde and carbon monoxide desorption 

features at 400 K.  This similar dependence of coverage with dose appears to link 

methanol at 495 K with formaldehyde and carbon monoxide at 400 K.   

The conversion of formaldehyde for dose sizes less than 0.6 L is typically 97%.  

The conversion decreases with increasing coverage, and for a 1.9 L dose the conversion 

is 50%.  The product features circa 695 K saturate at 0.6 L, while the formaldehyde 

feature around 400 K continues to grow for larger dose sizes.  Table 2.1 contains typical 

selectivities on a C1 basis for products above 550 K as seen in Figure 2.3.  For the high 

temperature features, the conversion and selectivity do not change as a function of 

coverage for formaldehyde doses up to 0.6L.  The decrease in conversion for larger dose 

sizes is a result of the continued growth of the CH2O, CO and CH3OH features below 600 

K with increasing dose, where the CH2O desorption feature increases considerably faster 

than those for CO and CH3OH.  The material balance for carbon and oxygen is satisfied 

within 6%, but there is a significant amount of unaccounted hydrogen.  The unaccounted 

hydrogen is possibly due to the large background signal of m/z=2 in the UHV chamber 

which makes it difficult to detect small amounts of desorbing H2. 

Similar to the observations for CH2O on the nearly-stoichiometric surface, the 

reaction of methanol on the same surface produces CH4 at 680 K, CH2O at 690 K, CO at 

700 K, and CO2 at 700 K [31].  The similarities in desorption temperatures and kinetics  



Table 2.1. Typical fractional yield on a C1 basis from formaldehyde
exposures on the nearly-stoichiometric surface for 
products observed above 550 K.

molecule

.02CH3OH

.07HCOOH

.09CH4

.24C2H2

.25CO

.33CO2

yield
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implicates a common set of surface intermediates in the reaction pathway of both 

reactants.  An isotopic labeling study of the reaction of methanol indicates the existence 

of a surface intermediate that incorporates both molecular and lattice oxygen.  Figure 2.5 

shows the high temperature regime of TDS data on an expanded scale for part of the 

product spectra from a 0.22 L dose of CH3
18OH on a freshly prepared nearly 

stoichiometric surface.  Lattice oxygen on the freshly prepared nearly-stoichiometric 

surface has a natural isotopic abundance of 16O (>99%).  Any 16O containing products are 

a result of oxygen exchange with the surface [26].  Figure 2.5 shows both isotopic forms 

of carbon monoxide and formaldehyde.  The features for CH2
16O and CH2

18O and C16O 

and C18O show the equal incorporation of both isotopic forms of oxygen, indicating a 

symmetric, bidentate surface intermediate (O-C-O) with an equal probability of breaking 

either C-O bond [31].  

2.3.1.2 Chlorine-terminated surface 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the variation in the formaldehyde desorption signal with 

dose for adsorption at 90 K on Cl-terminated Cr2O3 )2110( .  The bottom panel shows 

smaller doses (up to 0.25 L) on a more magnified scale, while the top panel shows larger 

doses up to 3.8 L.  The conversion for a 0.18 L dose size drops dramatically to about 2%, 

with only trace amounts of methane and carbon dioxide reaction products observed above 

600 K.  The trace amounts of products are likely the result of a very small fraction of 

uncapped chromium sites left over following the preparation of a chlorine-terminated 

surface [25, 27]. 

At the lowest dose investigated (0.03 L), a feature is observed in the 

formaldehyde desorption spectrum: a low temperature feature at 265 K, and a broad  
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Figure 2.6. Formaldehyde desorption from TDS experiments 
over the Cl-terminated surface for consecutive, 
increasing dose sizes.
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higher temperature feature centered around 400 K.  By a 0.25 L, dose size a shoulder 

becomes apparent at 350 K.  The broad feature centered near 400 K increases in intensity 

with increasing dose without saturating for doses as large as 3.8 L.  Using the Redhead 

equation [24] and assuming a normal first-order pre-exponential (1013 s-1), an apparent 

first order activation energy of 24.9 kcal/mol is estimated for the feature centered near 

400 K.  In addition to the features observed above 200 K, a CH2O desorption feature is 

also seen in Figure 2.5 at 120 K for doses greater than 0.5 L.  This feature increases with 

dose size, and shifts to down in temperature to near 110 K by a dose size of 3.8 L without 

saturating with increasing dose. 

2.3.2. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)  

 Post-reaction AES analysis was used to compare initial and final surface 

conditions.  No change in the O/Cr ratio was observed as a result of TDS experiments for 

both surfaces, but the overlap of Cr and O AES features makes the determination of such 

variations difficult.  Observations concerning surface carbon were dependent on dosing 

conditions on the nearly-stoichiometric surface.  For example, after fifteen 0.25 L 

formaldehyde doses and thermal desorption runs, no surface carbon is observed in post-

reaction AES on the nearly-stoichiometric surface.  However, following TDS 

experiments with a series of increasing dose sizes up to 1.9 L (as shown in Figure 2.1), 

surface carbon was found to be present.  The C/Cr ratio increases by 0.03, suggesting a 

trace carbon coverage equivalent to 10% coverage of the surface chromium sites [25, 28].   
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2.4. Discussion 

2.4.1 Products below 550 K 

Adsorption of formaldehyde on the Cl-terminated surface results in a dramatically 

lower conversion than that observed for the stoichiometric surface, dropping from 97 to 

2%.  The drop in reactivity demonstrates that site blocking the surface cations with Cl 

adatoms shuts down the reaction of formaldehyde.  The adsorption and desorption of 

formaldehyde are the primary processes observed on the chlorine-terminated surface.   

Over both the nearly-stoichiometric and chlorine-terminated surfaces, 

formaldehyde desorption is observed near 110 K and 400 K without saturation for 

increasing dose sizes.  Houtman and Barteau report similar observations for adsorption of 

formaldehyde over Rh(111).  They observe two formaldehyde desorption features that do 

not saturate for increasing dose sizes.  Their low temperature formaldehyde peak at 140 

K was assigned as a condensed layer of formaldehyde with the aide of vibrational 

spectroscopy [6].  Though the formaldehyde desorption peak temperature from Cr2O3 

)2110(  is different than that observed from Rh(111), the low temperature of 110 K 

feature on chromia suggests a similar assignment of a condensed formaldehyde layer 

applicable to both the nearly-stoichiometric and chlorine-terminated surfaces. 

The formation of paraformaldehyde from the adsorption of formaldehyde has 

been reported on a number of metal and metal-oxide surfaces [3-13].  In thermal 

desorption, a non-saturating higher temperature formaldehyde desorption feature is 

associated with paraformaldehyde decomposition [6,14-17].  In addition, FTIR has been 

used to identify paraformaldehyde at room temperature on metal-oxide powders [1].  The 

decomposition temperature of paraformaldehyde is 437 K [29], which is near the 
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intermediate temperature (400 K), non-saturating, formaldehyde desorption feature for 

both surfaces in this study.  Over both the nearly-stoichiometric and Cl-terminated 

surfaces, the formaldehyde desorption peak near 400 K does not saturate with increasing 

dose and occurs at the same temperature, which indicates the features from both surfaces 

likely originate from a similar surface species.  Since the desorption features around 400 

K are essentially independent of the initial surface conditions, they are attributed to 

decomposition of paraformaldehyde.   

In addition, surface oxygen on Rh(111) enhanced the formation of 

paraformaldehyde over Rh(111)-(2x2)O [6].  This enhancement in paraformaldehyde 

formation was interpreted as evidence for the participation of surface oxygen as an 

initiator for polymerization.  A similar interpretation of the data can explain the formation 

of paraformaldehyde over the Cl-terminated surface, where cations are blocked, but 3-

coordinate lattice oxygen and chlorine adatoms are exposed at the surface.   

 In addition to the formaldehyde desorption from both the nearly stoichiometric 

and Cl-terminated surfaces at 400 K, the nearly-stoichiometric surface also shows a 

desorption feature for carbon monoxide at 400 K.  Similar to the formaldehyde 

desorption feature at this temperature range, the carbon monoxide feature does not 

saturate with increasing dose sizes.  This continued growth of both desorption products 

suggests a link between the carbon monoxide product and paraformaldehyde 

decomposition.  Carbon monoxide desorption only occurs on the stoichiometric surface 

where coordinately unsaturated cation sites are present initially.  This difference with 

initial surface conditions indicates that the unsaturated surface cations are involved in the 

dehydrogenation process at 400 K.  Though the details of the reaction process are 
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unclear, formaldehyde is produced from the decomposition of paraformaldehyde, and 

dehydrogenation to carbon monoxide occurs at coordinately unsaturated Cr-cations.   

For larger coverages, the deposition of surface carbon becomes apparent in post-

reaction surface analysis.  Since surface carbon is not observed in post-reaction analysis 

until paraformaldehyde formation occurs, the deposition of surface carbon appears linked 

to paraformaldehyde decomposition.  Carbon monoxide is produced along with 

paraformaldehyde decomposition at 400 K, and the same decomposition chemistry that 

leads to carbon monoxide is likely involved in the deposition of surface carbon.      

Methanol desorption is observed in trace amounts at 495 K, and does not saturate 

with increasing dose, similar to the observations made at 400 K for formaldehyde and 

carbon monoxide.  The chemistry for paraformaldehyde decomposition on the nearly-

stoichiometric surface liberates hydrogen to produce carbon monoxide and deposit 

surface carbon.  The liberated hydrogen participates in the hydrogenation of 

formaldehyde to methoxide,  similar to the formation of methoxide intermediates 

observed in FTIR by heating paraformaldehyde on metal oxide powders [1].  The 

methanol desorption temperature from adsorbed methanol in Figure 2.4 also occurs at 

495 K.  This feature has been associated with methoxide intermediates identified by X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and attributed to methoxide recombination with 

hydrogen [30].  Similarly, the methanol desorption at 495 K from adsorbed formaldehyde 

is assigned to the hydrogenation of methoxide, where the source of methoxide is linked to 

paraformaldehyde decomposition.  
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2.4.2 Products above 550 K 

Our previous investigation of the reaction of methanol on the nearly-

stoichiometric surface indicates a symmetric, bidentate, dioxygenated, surface 

intermediate associated for the same high temperature (> 550 K) reactions seen with 

formaldehyde [31].  This intermediate could be dioxymethylene or formate, but due to 

the similarities in reaction temperatures and products from both formaldehyde and 

methanol, the high temperature desorption of formaldehyde has been attributed to 

dioxymethylene [31].  Dioxymethylene species have been seen in FTIR and proposed in 

thermal desorption experiments over various metal-oxide powders from adsorbed 

formaldehyde [1, 4, 5, 8, 9].  The formation of dioxymethylene species occurs via the 

direct adsorption of formaldehyde with an available cation/anion site pair.  The nearly 

stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110( surface contains adjacent, coordinately unsaturated, surface 

cations and anions, which can provide such a site pair.  A similar adsorption process has 

been reported for carbon dioxide on the nearly stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110( surface [32].  

The similarities for adsorption of these two molecules are illustrated in Figure 2.7.  An 

oxygen atom in the reactant molecule coordinates to a surface Cr cation, and the carbon 

center undergoes nucleophilic attack by surface lattice oxygen to form a bidentate 

intermediate. Formaldehyde adsorption gives a dioxymethylene intermediate, while 

carbon dioxide gives a bidentate carbonate [32].  Note that for both of these adsorbates, 

Cl-termination blocks this process, shutting down the reaction chemistry for 

formaldehyde and preventing the uptake of carbon dioxide [32] by site blocking cations 

and disrupting the required site pair.   
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Figure 2.5 shows that methanol reacts to formaldehyde at 690 K, the same 

desorption temperature for formaldehyde seen from adsorbed formaldehyde.  The same 

observation is made for carbon monoxide at 700 K from both reactants.  These similar 

desorption temperatures indicate that common surface intermediates and similar kinetics 

are associated with formaldehyde and carbon monoxide desorption from both reactants.  

These same surface intermediate are responsible for equal isotopic mixing of 16O and 18O 

in carbon monoxide and formaldehyde products from CH3
18OH, as shown in Figure 2.5.  

The equal probability of breaking C-O bonds, suggested by equal amounts of the isotopic 

forms, indicates that the surface intermediate must be symmetric and dioxygenated.  

Methanol adsorption over ZrO2 (100) is reported to form formaldehyde through 

dioxymethylene intermediates [33], similar to the results shown here for the desorption of 

equal amounts of 16O and 18O labeled formaldehyde from adsorbed methanol.  These 

observations lead to the assignment that dioxymethylene intermediates decompose above 

650 K on the nearly-stoichiometric surface for adsorbed formaldehyde. 

The chemistry of dioxymethylene intermediates has been described previously in 

terms of a Cannizzaro-type reaction [1, 4, 37].  Cannizzaro disproportionation of 

dioxymethylene to formate and methoxide intermediates (1) is well established in the 

organic literature [34].  If dioxymethylene is a key intermediate in the reaction of 

CH2OO (ads)               →  CH3O (ads) + HCOO (ads)  (1) 

formaldehyde on the nearly stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110( surface, then chemistry related to 

both methoxide and formate decomposition should be observed. 

Around 670 K at the low temperature edge of the broad formaldehyde desorption 

feature, methane and methanol features are observed.  The involvement of methoxide is 
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commonly associated with the desorption of methane, methanol, formaldehyde, hydrogen 

and carbon monoxide [33-39].  Over other single crystal surfaces, production of both 

methane and methanol is reported by the hydrogenation of methoxide intermediates [33, 

39] as illustrated in Reactions 5 and 6.  Methane and methanol are 

 CH3O(ads) + H(ads) →   CH3OH    (5) 

CH3O(ads) + H(ads)  →  CH4 + O(ads)    (6) 

clearly observed near 670 K in thermal desorption following the adsorption of 

formaldehyde on the nearly-stoichiometric surface, which leads to the assignment of 

methoxide hydrogenation near 670 K.   

At the high temperature edge of the broad formaldehyde peak around 720 K, the 

simultaneous desorption of formic acid and carbon dioxide is observed.  The desorption 

of formic acid and carbon dioxide suggest the involvement of formate intermediates in 

this temperature range [3, 7-9, 40-43].  The production of carbon dioxide, hydrogen and 

formic acid has been observed in the same temperature range for the dissociation and 

reaction of formic acid over this same surface [43].  The formation of formate 

intermediates can be attributed to dehydrogenation of dioxymethylene.  Since the 

dioxymethylene is a bidentate intermediate, dehydrogenation should yield a bidentate 

formate, which can dehydrogenation to give carbon dioxide and hydrogen.   Since the 

carbon dioxide produced here originates from a bidentate formate, the carbon dioxide 

should 

HCOO (ads)   → CO2  + H(ads)     (2) 

contain both lattice and molecular oxygen.  The carbon dioxide produced from CH3
18OH 

produced mainly C16O18O in the same temperature range above 700 K, which indicates 
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the same surface intermediate (bidentate formate) and kinetics [43].  As shown in 

Reaction 3, the hydrogen liberated by formate decomposition can combine with 

remaining formate to produce formic acid.  These  

H(ads) + HCOO (ads)  →  HCOOH    (3) 

observations lead to the assignment of formate dehydrogenation as the likely rate limiting 

step at 720 K.  In addition, trace amounts of formaldehyde are observed for the reaction 

of formic acid [43], and indicate some reversibility in the reaction pathway connecting 

formate and dioxymethylene intermediates. 

The broad formaldehyde desorption peak around 690 K from formaldehyde 

exposures envelop all the other observed products in the high temperature region.  At 

each edge of the formaldehyde feature, products associated with either methoxide or 

formate intermediates are observed.  The desorption of formaldehyde at 690 K between 

products for methoxide and formate is associated with dioxymethylene and indicates 

three possible reversible pathways.  The reverse of the formaldehyde adsorption reaction 

shown in Figure 2.7 is formaldehyde desorption.  The other two pathways (discussed 

below) are dioxymethylene hydrogenation to methoxide and dehydrogenation to formate. 

Similar to formaldehyde desorption, the production of carbon monoxide at 700 K 

is broad and also envelops most of the high temperature reaction products.  However, for 

smaller coverages the shape of the carbon monoxide peak is narrower with a peak 

temperature of 710 K.  The change in peak temperature is related to the correction made 

for contributions from the fragmentation pattern for formic acid, and is essentially 

considered a constant temperature peak.    At the smallest exposure (0.03 L), the carbon 

monoxide peak shape is similar to that observed for carbon dioxide.  Carbon monoxide is 
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another common product from the decomposition of formate intermediates as shown in 

Equation 7.  With  

HCOO (ads)   →  CO +  H(ads) + O (ads)    (7) 

increasing dose size, the peak shape of carbon monoxide appears similar to formaldehyde 

and can be associated with the decomposition of dioxymethylene.  Considered together, 

these reactions 

CH2OO (ads)   →  CO + 2 H(ads) + O (ads)    (8). 

simply represent the sequential dehydrogenation of dioxymethylene. 

The products from 670 to 720 K overlap in a narrow temperature range and are 

associated with dioxymethylene, methoxide and formate intermediates.  Dehydrogenation 

of dioxymethylene forms formate, which is connected to methoxide hydrogenation by 

liberating the hydrogen necessary for the hydrogenation process.  The one step process 

involving hydride transfer in solution is commonly referred to as Cannizzaro 

disproportionation, however this reaction can be surface-mediated on oxides.  Hydride 

transfer can be thought of as two separate elementary reaction steps involving 

dioxymethylene hydrogenation to methoxide and dioxymethylene dehydrogenation to 

formate.  Each of these elementary reactions is reversible to various extents on Cr2O3 

)2110(  based on the observed reactivity of methanol, formaldehyde and formic acid.  The 

reaction of methanol forms dioxymethylene intermediates on the surface, while 

dioxymethylene from adsorbed formaldehyde produces methanol.  For the reaction of 

formic acid, only trace amounts of formaldehyde products are observed [43], which 

indicates that the hydrogenation of formate to dioxymethylene occurs to a lesser extent 
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than dioxymethylene dehydrogenation to formate.  Reaction 9 depicts the elementary 

reversible pathways between the three surface intermediates. 

(9) 

 

The formation of acetylene is also observed with the formation of formic acid and carbon 

dioxide at 720 K.  The similar desorption peak temperature of acetylene at 720 K 

indicates that it is produced during the decomposition of formate intermediates.  The 

manner in which acetylene is produced is unclear.  As previously mentioned, the formate 

intermediate is bidentate.  Reductive coupling of formate or C-O bond breaking to give 

methine fragments (HC (ads)) during formate decomposition are two plausible 

explanations.  Reductive coupling to formaldehyde from formate species has been 

reported on oxide surfaces [44] and similarly, a reductive coupling could result in 

acetylene.  C-O bond breaking to methine fragments has not been reported for formic 

acid, but the reaction of methane on Ni(111) has been proposed to produce acetylene 

through methine coupling [45].  The acetylene peak shape is broader than formic acid and 

carbon dioxide, which can indicate a diffusion limitation for methine fragments as seen 

for methylene coupling on Cu(110) [46].   

2.4.3 Comparison to Cr2O3 powders 

Reports for the reaction of formaldehyde over Cr2O3 powders were not found in 

the literature.  However, from our studies the reaction of formaldehyde is known to give 

similar reaction products to methanol, hence the reaction of formaldehyde on Cr2O3 

)2110(  is compared to methanol studies on Cr2O3 powders [31].  The oxidation of 

methanol with hydroxylated Cr2O3 powders produces similar products to those observed 
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from formaldehyde on Cr2O3 )2110( [38].  Kittaka et al. report carbon monoxide, carbon 

dioxide, ethylene, acetylene and water as reaction products [38].  Also for their 

temperature programmed desorption experiments, they report desorption features for 

mass numbers of m/z = 16, 45 and 46 with the assignment that these ‘may be’ associated 

with carbon dioxide and dimethyl ether [38].  An alternative interpretation based on this 

study is that the desorption features are attributable to methane and formic acid rather 

than carbon dioxide and dimethyl ether.  Within this re-interpretation of their data, the 

products at higher temperatures from the powder (570 to 720 K) and from the single 

crystal (670 to 720 K) are the same.  The reversible chemistry between methoxide and 

dioxymethylene intermediates based on our single crystal studies provides a possible link 

to the chemistry observed from methanol over powdered Cr2O3 and the reaction of 

formaldehyde on Cr2O3 )2110( . 

Yamashita et al. report the desorption products of carbon dioxide, formic acid, 

carbon monoxide and methane from adsorbed methanol on Cr2O3 powders over a 

temperature range of 570 to 670 K [47].  These are the same products observed in this 

study from 670 to 720 K.  In addition, the activation energy for formate decomposition 

over the powder was reported as 46 kcal/mol [47] compared to our value of 45.7kcal/mol.  

These comparable energies are an indication that similar reaction mechanisms and 

kinetics occur over the powder and the single crystal surface, and that investigation of the 

low index )2110(  plane is helpful for understanding the chemistry of Cr2O3 powders.  

2.5. Conclusions 

For reactions of formaldehyde over Cr2O3 )2110(  surfaces, the availability of 

exposed surface cations plays a significant role in the observed reactivity.  The capping 
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of exposed chromium cations completely deactivates chemistry associated with 

dioxymethylene formation by disrupting the cation/anion site pairs available on the 

stoichiometric surface.  Dioxymethylene intermediates can dehydrogenate and 

hydrogenate to produce formate and methoxide intermediates, respectively.  Each of 

these pathways is reversible.  Hydrogenation of methoxide intermediates gives rise to 

methane and methanol near 670 K.  Bidentate formate intermediates produce carbon 

dioxide, acetylene and carbon monoxide at 720 K.  At larger formaldehyde coverages, 

polymerization to paraformaldehyde occurs.  The decomposition of paraformaldehyde 

yields formaldehyde.  When unsaturated cation sites are available, the decomposition of 

paraformaldehyde is accompanied by dehydrogenation to carbon monoxide and surface 

carbon and hydrogenation of formaldehyde to produce methanol. 
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Reaction Chemistry of CH3I on Cr2O3 2)1(10  

3.1. Introduction 

The reactivity of methane is not readily studied under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 

conditions because of the high activation barrier for C-H bond breaking.  The initial 

dehydrogenation step in the catalytic conversion of methane is rate-limiting, and occurs 

far above temperatures of desorption in vacuum [1-3].  To circumvent this problem, 

methyl fragments (CH3 (ads)) may be produced from other reactants to bypass the initial 

rate-limiting dehydrogenation step.  Iodomethane (CH3I) has found use as a source for 

methyl fragments because the C-I bonds are much weaker and much easier to break [2].   

Bent has reviewed the formation and reaction of methyl fragments on a variety of 

metal surfaces [2].  The most common pathway on metal surfaces is (1) dehydrogenation 

CH3 (ads)    →  C(ads) + 3 H(ads)   (1) 

to surface carbon and (2) hydrogenation of methyl fragments to methane [2, 4-8].   

CH3 (ads)  +  H(ads)  →  CH4     (2) 

On moving from left to right in the periodic table through the transition metals, the extent 

of dehydrogenation for a methyl fragment decreases on metal surfaces.  This decrease in 

dehydrogenation is marked by the production of C2 hydrocarbons from coupling of 

hydrocarbon fragments.  Instead of complete dehydrogenation, the production of 

acetylene indicates dehydrogenation to methine (CH (ads)) as seen on Ni(111) and Al(111) 

[9, 10].  The production of ethylene is reported from methylene fragments (CH2 (ads)) on 

Cu (110) and (100) and Pd(100) via two routes: (3) methylene coupling [11-13] and (4) 

methylene insertion [12] into the carbon-metal bond of adsorbed 
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2 CH2 (ads)   →  C2H4      (3) 

CH2 (ads) + CH3 (ads) →  CH3CH2 (ads)    (4) 

methyl fragments to form surface ethyl species, which undergo beta-hydride elimination 

to form ethylene.  Methyl fragments are reported to couple to produce ethane on Ag(111) 

and Au(111) [14, 15], and undergo low temperature methyl radical ejection (desorption) 

on Cu(111) [16]. 

The reaction of methyl and methylene fragments on oxygen-covered metals 

demonstrates various possibilities for the oxidation of hydrocarbon fragments.  Reactions 

of methylene with oxygen-covered Rh(111) [17] and Pt(111) [18] yields formaldehyde, 

suggesting an oxygen insertion and desorption pathway.  In addition, the oxygen-covered 

Pt(111) [18] and Pd(100) [19] surfaces also give non-selective oxidation of methylene 

fragments to carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water.  Similar non-selective 

oxidation products are obtained for methyl fragments on oxygen-covered Pd(100) 

through methoxide (CH3O(ads)) intermediates [19]. 

When metal-oxide single crystals and powders are exposed to methyl fragments 

in TPD experiments, oxygen insertion to methoxide intermediates is suggested by the 

production of dimethyl ether on V2O5 [20], formaldehyde, carbon monoxide, carbon 

dioxide on V2O5 and TiO2 (110) [20, 21] and methanol on TiO2 (110) [21].  Also on TiO2 

(110), reactivity similar to metals is seen by the production of methane and ethane [21].  

The reaction of methoxide intermediates formed from oxygen insertion into methyl 

fragments on TiO2 (110) is similar to the reaction of methanol on the same surface [21].  

When CeO2 powder is exposed to methyl radicals, infrared spectroscopy is used to 
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identify that methoxide and bidentate formate intermediates are formed [22].  In addition 

to reaction chemistry, methyl radical ejection is seen on MgO(100) [23]. 

Queeney et al. examined the relationship between the reactivity of methyl 

fragments and the coordination of surface lattice oxygen species [24, 25].  On oxidized 

Mo(100), they used vibrational techniques to investigate the bonding site for methyl 

fragments on a surface exposing both 1-coordinate (terminal) and 3-coordinate lattice 

oxygen species [25].  Methoxide intermediates formed by the reaction of methyl 

fragments with the high coordinate oxygen species, and gave rise to methyl radical 

ejection at 625 K.  This result indicates that, at least on oxidized Mo, high coordinate 

lattice oxygen may participate in oxygen insertion reactions more readily than terminal 

oxygen to form C-O bonds.  Similar types of surface oxygen species were examined in 

this study. 

3.2 Experimental 

Experimental equipment and preparation techniques are decribed in Chapter 1.    

Iodomethane (CH3I, Aldrich, 99.5% and CD3I, Aldrich, 99.5%) was purified by flash 

distillation.  Purification by freeze-pump-thawing of iodomethane appeared to lead to the 

formation of small amounts of dimethyl ether in the gas manifold delivery system, and 

was not used.  All reported exposures have been corrected for ion gauge sensitivity [26].  

The mass spectrometer was equipped with a glass skimmer to reduce collection of signals 

from sample hardware.  The sample mounting was resistively heated to give a sample 

heating rate of 2.5 K/s.  For each desorbed species, the m/z ratio of the parent mass 

(molecular weight) was collected, except for CH2=CH2.  For CH2=CH2, m/z=27 was used 

to avoid any m/z=28 associated with carbon monoxide in the background of the vacuum 
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system.  Relative amounts of products were obtained by comparison of the integrated 

areas of the desorption traces following corrections with experimentally determined mass 

spectrometer sensitivity factors [27]. 

3.3. Results 

The reaction of CH3I was examined by TDS, AES and XPS over the nearly-

stoichiometric and oxygen terminated surfaces.  On the nearly-stoichiometric surface, the 

desorption products were methane, ethylene, hydrogen and surface carbon.  On the 

oxygen-terminated surface, the products were formic acid, carbon dioxide, formaldehyde, 

ethylene and water.  Other products tested for but not detected were iodine (I2), hydrogen 

iodide (HI), methyl radicals and the remaining C1 and C2 hydrocarbons and oxygenates.  

The conversions are 98 ± 3% and 17 ± 5% for a 0.1 L dose size on the freshly-prepared 

stoichiometric and oxygen-terminated surfaces, respectively. 

3.3.1 Stoichiometric surface 

3.3.1.1 Thermal Desorption 

 The reaction of both CD3I and CH3I were used to clarify the reaction products and 

investigate any possible kinetic isotope effect in the reaction pathway.  Ethylene, parent 

mass of m/z=28, is a main product from the reaction of CH3I on the stoichiometric 

surface.  In order to determine if carbon monoxide, also parent mass of m/z=28, is 

produced in small amounts (suggesting oxygen insertion), the reaction of CD3I is 

examined on the stoichiometric surface.  CD2=CD2, parent mass of m/z=32, is produced, 

but no product signal associated with carbon monoxide (m/z=28) is observed.  
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Figure 3.1. TDS product spectra for a 0.1 L CD3I
on the nearly-stoichiometric surface.
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Figure 3.1 shows typical thermal desorption spectra obtained following a 0.1 L dose of 

CD3I on a freshly prepared, nearly-stoichiometric surface at 100 K.  Desorption products 

are observed in a range of temperatures from 400 to 600 K.  Methane, ethylene and D2 

are the only gas phase products.  The selectivity on a C1 basis is 57 ± 5% for methane and 

43 ± 5% for ethylene.  Features for methane and ethylene occur simultaneously at 510 K, 

which suggests they originate from a common surface intermediate and same rate-

limiting step.  Desorption limited evolution of ethylene occurs at 285 K on the 

stoichiometric surface, hence the feature at 505 K is reaction limited [28].  The methane 

feature at 120 K is due to the uptake of background methane, and is not the result of a 

surface reaction of CD3I.  D2 desorption occurs at 540 K with a shoulder near 420 K.  

Desorption limited D2 evolution is observed at 285 K on the stoichiometric surface, and 

indicates that the 420 and 540 K desorption features are reaction limited [31].  Around 

300 K, a feature is observed for CD3I.   

Figure 3.2 shows the change in integrated areas for desorption products with 

consecutive 0.1 L CD3I doses.  As the total (cumulative) dose of CD3I increases, there is 

a rapid drop off in the integrated areas for desorption products.  The amounts of CD4, 

CD2=CD2 and D2 decrease rapidly for cumulative doses up to 0.5 L, at which point the 

product amounts are reduced by 85%.  Given that iodine is deposited as a result of the 

reaction (see below), the deactivation is associated with iodine deposition on the surface.  

As the surface becomes deactivated, the desorption of the CD3I reactant increases by 

about 3.4 times initial amounts.  The ‘total’ in Figure 3.2 is the summation of integrated 

desorption signals for all carbon containing gases on a C1 basis.  To a first order approx-

imation, the ‘total’ represents the uptake of reactant molecule (it neglects surface carbon  
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deposition).  The ‘total’ decreases with consecutive doses by 85 % of initial 

amounts, which signifies a decrease in sticking coefficient with consecutive doses. 

Figure 3.3 shows the change in selectivity on a C1 basis for methane and ethylene 

for consecutive 0.1 L CD3I doses.  The methane selectivity increases from 57% to 80% 

with consecutive doses, with a corresponding drop for ethylene to 20%. 

The variation in sticking coefficient, desorption amounts, and conversion with 

consecutive dose suggests modification and deactivation of the surface.  A result of the 

modification is that the dissociation of CD3I to methyl fragments occurs to a lesser extent 

with consecutive doses.  This decrease signifies that the coverage of methyl fragments 

decreases with consecutive doses, due to deposition of iodine.  The decrease in the 

coverage of methyl fragments with consecutive dose can provide information on the 

kinetic order of the rate-limiting step.  The desorption peak temperatures for ethylene and 

methane are invariant with coverages, which indicates first order kinetics for the rate-

determining step [29].  Material balances based on the integrated desorption traces fail to 

account for all the deuterium atoms (~15% missing) in the reaction system given the 

stoichiometry of CD3I, and may indicate some small discrepancy in ion gauge sensitivity 

factors used to calculate mass spectrometer sensitivity factors. 

The multilayer desorption temperature for CH3I has been reported previously as 

137 K [30].  A multilayer iodomethane desorption feature is observed at 140 K for larger 

doses on both freshly-prepared and deactivated surfaces. 

3.3.1.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy and AES 

 Figure 3.4 shows C 1s and I 3d XPS data from a 30 L CH3I dose at 100 K on a 

nearly-stoichiometric surface.  The sample was annealed for one minute at the  
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1s and bottom is I 3d traces.  For annealing temperatures shown, 100 K is dosing temperature, 
175 K removes multilayer CH3I, 435 K is between CH3I and CH4 TDS desorption peaks, and 775 
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T
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Table 3.1. XPS data for a 30.0 L CH3I dose 
on the nearly-stoichiometric surface.
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temperatures shown, allowed to cool to 100 K, then XPS data collected.  Table 3.1 

contains XPS data for the binding energy (BE) and full width at half maximum (FWHM).    

Based on TDS experiments, a 30 L dose provides multilayer coverage of CH3I.  At this 

coverage, the attenuation of the substrate Cr 2p3/2 signal is significant (50%), but the 

feature is still visible, allowing its use as a reference for steady-state charging.  The 

temperatures reported on the figure correspond to desorption peaks from TDS 

experiments performed in the second UHV chamber.  The temperatures (100, 175, 435, 

and 775 K) shown in Figure 3.3 correspond to the dosing temperature, a temperature 

above the multilayer CH3I desorption peak, a temperature above the CH3I desorption 

peaks at 300 K and below the product (methane, ethylene) desorption features, and a 

temperature above all product peaks in TDS experiments, respectively.   

In the top panel of Figure 3.4, the C 1s binding energy observed is 285.0 eV with 

a FWHM of 1.5 eV for large coverages of molecular CH3I.  After annealing to 175 K, a 

chemical shift of -0.8 eV to a binding energy of 284.2 eV is observed.  The peak is 

broader with a FWHM of 2.0 eV, suggesting at least two separate contributions to the 

feature.  When annealed to 435 K, the C 1s peak narrows to a FWHM of 1.8eV.  By 775 

K, the carbon peak is small, and the binding energy (284.2 eV) and width (1.8 eV) remain 

unchanged. 

In the bottom panel of Figure 3.4, the binding energy observed for I 3d5/2 is 620.5 

eV for a large coverage of molecular CH3I.  A chemical shift of –0.7 eV is observed to 

619.8 eV after annealing to 175 K.  Similar to C 1s, the I 3d5/2 feature is wider 

(FWHM=2.2 eV compared to 2.0 eV) at 175 K, suggesting at least two surface iodine 

species.  After annealing to 435 K, the iodine peak is shifted to 618.4 eV.  In addition, the 
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FWHM has decreased to 1.8 eV, indicating the likely removal of some iodine surface 

species.  Compared to the amount of iodine seen at 175 K, the removal of molecularly 

adsorbed CH3I results in a 64% decrease in integrated peak area for the I 3d5/2 feature.  

For annealing to higher temperatures, the binding energy and FWHM remain unchanged, 

while the peak intensity decreases as the annealing temperature increases. 

The initial and final surface conditions for a day of TDS experiments were also 

examined with post-reaction AES and XPS.  On the nearly-stoichiometric surface, 

surface carbon and iodine is deposited during TDS experiments of CH3I.  Post-reaction 

XPS analysis data gives a calculated C/Cr ratio of 0.09 and I/Cr ratio of 0.04 for the 

stoichiometric surface.  The signal-to-noise for carbon AES signals are considerably 

better than that obtained from XPS.  The increase in carbon from AES gives a typical 

C/Cr ratio of 0.20, suggesting carbon coverages equivalent to 62% coverage of the 

surface chromium sites [31, 32, 33]. 

3.3.2 Oxygen-terminated surface 

3.3.2.1 Thermal Desorption 

 Similar to the stoichiometric surface, both CD3I and CH3I reactants are used.  The 

fragmentation patterns for identified products of CD2O and CD2=CD2 (both parent mass 

of m/z=32) overlap, hence the data for CH3I is shown.  The parent mass of CH2=CH2 and 

CO (both m/z=28) also overlap, which requires the investigation of CD3I.  Using CD3I, 

the production CO is not detected, though due to the high background signal of m/z=28 

in the vacuum chamber a small amount may have gone undetected. 

 Figure 3.5 shows the complete set of product traces from a 0.5L CH3I dose on a 

freshly prepared, oxygen-terminated surface.  There are two features for CH3I near 140 K  
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Figure 3.5. TDS product spectra for a 0.5 L CH3I
on the oxygen-terminated  surface.
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and 360 K.  The feature at 140 K for CH3I is sharp and does not saturate for increasing 

dose sizes.  Product desorption features are observed in two primary temperature regimes 

around 425 K and 740 K.  In the lower temperature range, formaldehyde, ethylene, water 

and carbon dioxide are observed.   The features for formaldehyde and ethylene are 

centered near 425 K.  Small features for carbon dioxide are observed at 240 K and 425 K.  

The carbon dioxide feature at 240 K is desorption limited from the oxygen-terminated 

surface [34].  The feature at 425 K for carbon dioxide is near the 395 K temperature for 

desorption limited evolution of adsorbed carbon dioxide from the nearly-stoichiometric 

surface [34].  At 525 K, a step-like feature for water is observed. 

In the higher temperature regime, desorption features for water, formic acid and 

carbon dioxide occur at 740 K.  The feature for carbon dioxide is distinctly sharp and 

tails towards lower temperatures.  The similar peak temperatures and shapes for the 

formic acid and carbon dioxide features indicate that these products originate from a 

common surface intermediate with similar kinetics. 

The production of oxygenated products is not seen on the nearly-stoichiometric 

surface, which suggests that terminal oxygen is responsible for their production.  The 

reaction of CH3I with the production of oxygenated products removes terminal oxygen, 

and reduces the surface.  With consecutive exposures of CH3I, the amounts of 

oxygenated products decrease, and the production of ethylene and methane is observed.  

As terminal oxygen is removed, the observed chemistry tends to change to that more 

characteristic of a stoichiometric surface before final deactivation and site blocking of Cr 

cations with iodine adatoms. 
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Table 3.2.  XPS data for a 30.0 L CH3I dose 
on the oxygen-terminated surface.
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3.3.2.2. XPS and AES 

Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2 contain information from XPS data for C 1s and I 3d from an 30 

L CH3I dose at 100 K on an oxygen-terminated surface.  In the top panel, and similar to 

the stoichiometric surface, the carbon 1s binding energy observed is 285.0 eV with a 

FWHM of 1.6 eV for multilayer coverages of CH3I to indicate molecular values.  After 

annealing to 350 K, which is the highest desorption peak temperature for CH3I, a 

chemical shift of –1.0 eV is observed for the peak to a binding energy of 284.0 eV with a 

FWHM of 1.7 eV.  After annealing to 500 K and higher temperatures, the feature shifts 

slightly to 283.9 eV and broadens to a FWHM of 2.0 eV. 

The bottom panel of Figure 3.6 shows the iodine 3d spectra obtained after 

annealing the sample to the labeled temperatures.  The binding energies and chemical 

shifts are similar to values seen on the stoichiometric surface.  For molecular CH3I at 100 

K, the binding energy is 620.5 eV with a FWHM of 1.7 eV.  After annealing to 350 K, 

the FWHM increases to 2.0 eV, and a -1.9 eV chemical shift occurs to a binding energy 

of 618.6 eV.  The binding energy remains constant with higher annealing temperatures, 

but the peak width narrows to a FWHM of 1.7 eV. 

For the oxygen-terminated surface, the initial and final surface conditions for a 

day of TDS experiments were also examined with post-reaction AES.  In contrast to the 

XPS observations, no surface carbon was observed with AES following a day of thermal 

desorption experiments.  The differences are discussed below. 
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3.4. Discussion 

3.4.1. Stoichiometric surface 

Zhou et al. report binding energies of 620.5 eV and 284.9 eV for I 3d5/2 and C 1s, 

respectively, from molecular CH3I on Ag(111) [35].  These binding energies are the same 

as observed on the stoichiometric and oxygen-terminated surface for a multilayer 

coverage of CH3I.  Zhou et al. report a chemical shift for I 3d5/2 (-0.25 eV) and C 1s  

(-0.2eV) between multilayer and molecularly adsorbed CH3I.  After annealing to 175 K 

to remove multilayer CH3I on the stoichiometric surface, a chemical shift is seen in the 

same direction with a greater magnitude.  The peak widths increase, indicating multiple 

(at least two) surface species, and a chemical shift is observed for both I 3d5/2 (-0.7 eV) 

and C 1s (-0.8 eV).  This similar shift coupled with the broadening of peaks indicates the 

likelihood of both molecularly and dissociatively adsorbed CH3I.  Zhou et al. report a 

chemical shift to for both I 3d5/2 (-2.0 eV) and C 1s (-0.9 eV) to 618.5 and ~284 eV, 

respectively, for iodine adatoms and methyl fragments on silver [35].  Above 435 K, the 

binding energies and chemical shifts observed for I 3d5/2 and C 1s peaks in XPS data for 

CH3I on Cr2O3 )2110( are in the same direction and similar in value.  In addition, the peak 

width narrows, indicating that the molecular species is nearly all removed.  Previous 

work on this surface indicates that other halogens (Cl, F) can bond at a vacant 

coordination site of surface Cr cations, and not at oxygen anion sites [31, 36, 37].  Also, 

since the I 3d5/2 binding energy is also the same on the stoichiometric surface as seen on 

silver, where only metal sites are available, Cr cations appear to be the binding sites for 

iodine adatoms.  In the C 1s region, no binding energy contributions are observed from 

methoxide and formate species above 286 eV [38, 39].  In addition, the chemistry 
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observed in TDS is similar to that observed for methyl fragments on metals, and the 

observed C 1s binding energy is attributed to methyl fragments bound at Cr cation sites.  

In total, these observations lead to the assignment that CH3I adsorbs both molecularly and 

dissociatively on a stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110( , with the dissociation of CH3I giving 

methyl fragments and iodine adatoms bound at cation sites. 

Carbon and iodine are present on the stoichiometric surface after annealing to 775 

K.  However, for annealing temperatures above 400 K in XPS, the amount of surface 

iodine decreases with no corresponding observation of iodine-containing products in 

TDS.  A similar observation has been made for the disappearance of chlorine adatoms on 

Cr2O3 )2110(  surface, and attributed to a surface-to-bulk diffusion process [31].  A 

similar process may apply for iodine adatoms, as well.  In TDS, the deactivation of the 

surface is attributed to deposition of iodine, suggesting that surface to bulk diffusion does 

not occur to a significant extent on the time scale of these experiments.  The thermal 

treatments for XPS experiments differ from those of the TDS experiments where the 

annealing temperature is maintained for a longer time, and may allow for a greater extent 

of diffusion to occur. 

The reaction chemistry of CH3I over stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110( is similar to that 

observed for metals.  Dehydrogenation to surface carbon is the main pathway observed 

over metals, accompanied by methane production [2], while carbon-carbon bond 

formation to ethylene has also been reported over copper and palladium surfaces [11, 12, 

13].  Surface carbon is observed in both post reaction analysis by XPS and AES.  In 

addition, the production of H2 clearly indicates that dehydrogenation occurs, while the 

production of CH2=CH2 indicates that not all methyl fragments are completely 
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dehydrogenated to surface carbon.  The lack of oxygenated products is expected due to 

the non-reducible nature of the stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110( surface.  In other studies, no 

burn off of adventitious surface carbon has been observed from the stoichiometric surface 

for temperatures as high as 1200 K [31].  In addition, hydrogen species released by other 

high temperature reactions (700 K) do not remove 3-coordinate lattice oxygen to produce 

water [40]. 

The production of ethylene from methyl fragments on Cu(110) has been reported 

previously to involve two reaction pathways [2, 11, 12].  Both pathways involve the 

dehydrogenation of methyl fragments to methylene (5).  The resulting methylene  

CH3 (ads)  →  CH2 (ads)    + H(ads)  (5) 

fragments can couple to produce ethylene (3) or insert into a carbon-metal bond of  

2 CH2 (ads)  →  CH2= CH2   (3) 

methyl fragments to make ethyl fragments (4), which yield ethylene via beta-hydride 

CH2 (ads) + CH3 (ads) →  CH3CH2 (ads)   (4) 

elimination (6).  On metals, the barrier to beta-hydride elimination is typically low, so 

CH3CH2 (ads)  →  CH2= CH2  + H(ads)  (6) 

other processes are likely rate limiting [2, 11].  On Cr2O3, either reaction pathway for 

ethylene production is likely, but it is difficult to differentiate between the two pathways 

based solely on the reaction of CH3I.  Preliminary results from coadsorbed CH2I2 (a 

precursor to methylene fragments) and CD3I indicate that both reaction pathways are 

operable since the formation of CH2=CH2, CH2=CD2 and CD2=CD2 is observed [41].   
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The concurrent desorption of methane and ethylene indicates that the liberated 

hydrogen from either methyl dehydrogenation and/or beta-hydride elimination combine 

with methyl fragments to produce methane (2).  Methylene fragments are reported to be  

CH3 (ads) + H(ads) →  CH4    (2) 

more migratory than methyl fragments on some surfaces [2, 11, 12], and the same 

appears to be true for Cr2O3 )2110( given the lack of ethane and the production of 

ethylene.  In addition, the coupling of methylene fragments from the reaction of CH2I2 on 

a stoichiometric surface occurs at lower temperatures (~400 K), which indicates that 

methylene coupling is not rate-limiting at 505 K.  These observations lead to the 

assignment that dehydrogenation of methyl fragments at 505 K is the rate-limiting step in 

the production of methane, ethylene and dihydrogen. 

 The primary D2 and H2 desorption feature occurs at a higher temperature (540 K) 

than methane and ethylene desorption.  Since surface carbon is a product, the desorption 

feature at 540 K could be the result of complete dehydrogenation of hydrocarbon 

fragments (methylene or methine).  C-H bond breaking in these intermediates is the rate-

limiting step in H2 production at 540 K. 

 The conversion of methane and ethylene decreases as iodine is deposited on the 

surface.  Accompanying this decrease in conversion, the selectivity of ethylene decreases, 

as well.  This shift in selectivity indicates that iodine adatoms hinder the migration of 

methylene fragments required for ethylene formation.  A similar observation is made for 

the reaction of CH2I2 on the stoichiometric surface [42].  
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3.4.2. Oxygen-terminated surface 

 On the oxygen-terminated surface, the observed chemistry is different than that 

observed on the stoichiometric surface.  Oxygen-containing products dominate the 

desorption spectra.  Since 3-coordinate oxygen is present on a stoichiometric surface and 

does not yield oxygenated products, the presence of terminal oxygen on the oxygen-

terminated surface must be responsible for the change in reaction products.  As the 

terminal oxygen is removed, the production of oxygen-containing molecules diminishes 

and the surface chemistry reverts to a stoichiometric surface.  The reaction of CH3I over 

the oxygen-terminated surface, shown in Figure 3.5, shows similar products and 

desorption temperatures to work with formic acid over the nearly-stoichiometric Cr2O3 

)2110(  surface [43].  The reaction of CH3I produces carbon dioxide and formic acid 

simultaneously at 725 K on the oxygen-terminated surface, which indicates they originate 

from the same surface intermediate and common kinetics.  Near 720 K, formate 

decomposition is reported from both adsorbed formic acid and formaldehyde on the 

nearly stoichiometric surface [43, 44].  This common temperature leads to the assignment 

of formate dehydrogenation at 725 K as a rate-limiting step to produce carbon dioxide  

HCOO(ads  → H(ads) + CO2   (8) 

HCOO(ads) + H(ads) → HCOOH   (9) 

and formic acid.  The formic acid is the result of the liberated hydrogen combining with 

formate. 

The production of water at 500 K occurs at a temperature similar to that reported 

for the disproportionation of hydroxyl surface species formed by water dissociation on 

the nearly-stoichiometric surface [45].  The production of water indicates that terminal 
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oxygen scavenges liberated hydrogen.  The reaction of terminal oxygen and liberated 

hydrogen to produce water also occurs at 725 K as a result of formate decomposition.  

This reaction is different than the one observed for adsorbed formaldehyde and formic 

acid on the stoichiometric surface.  H2 and not H2O desorption occurs in the absence of 

terminal oxygen, supporting the idea that the reaction of terminal oxygen and liberated 

hydrogen is the source of water in CH3I oxidation.  Zhou et al. report a similar 

observation for CH2ICl on an oxygen-covered Pt(111) surface, where adsorbed oxygen 

scavenges liberated hydrogen to produce water [18]. 

 The XPS data taken over the oxygen-terminated surface do not correlate well 

with the chemistry observed in TDS experiments since oxygenated products are observed 

in TDS, but no oxygenated surface intermediates are observed in XPS.  The time scale 

for the different experiments may explain the discrepancies.  To obtain a reasonable 

signal to noise for the C 1s binding energies in XPS, the experiments were performed 

over many hours.  TDS experiments take place over a time frame of minutes, compared 

to the duration of 24 hours for the XPS experiments.  Irradiation of the surface is known 

to activate C-I bonds [23], and may also be capable of causing photon or electron 

stimulated reduction of oxygenated surface intermediates on Cr2O3. 

Another indication that x-ray exposure may affect the surface chemistry on the 

oxygenated surface comes from a comparison of the XPS and AES data.  The lack of 

surface carbon in AES following a day of thermal desorption experiments is different 

than the observations for the XPS experiments.  Since no carbon deposition is observed 

with AES following the TDS experiments, it appears that no residual surface carbon is 

left on the oxygen terminated surface by the thermal reaction of iodomethane.  The 
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residual carbon observed in XPS must be the direct result of the prolonged irradiation 

associated with the long time scale of the XPS experiments. 

3.4.3. Comparisons for stoichiometric and oxygen-terminated surfaces 

The intensity of CD3I desorption feature increases (Figure 3.2) as the surface is 

deactivated by iodine deposition on the stoichiometric surface.  Since dissociation of 

CD3I decreases, as suggested by the decrease in reaction products, the desorption feature 

is proposed to result from molecularly adsorbed CD3I.  For both the oxygen-terminated 

and stoichiometric surfaces, iodine deposition occurs via dissociation and reaction of 

iodomethane.  Iodine containing reaction products are not observed from either surface, 

indicating that iodine remains as a surface product, as observed in XPS and AES.  Since 

iodine adatoms are present on both modified surfaces, and site block Cr cation sites on 

the stoichiometric surface, the shift in desorption temperatures for iodomethane 

desorption is proposed to result from molecular adsorption at the coordinatively different 

lattice oxygen anions (terminal and 3-coordinate).  

The CH3I desorption feature from the stoichiometric surface occurs at 300 K, 

compared to a temperature of 360 K on the oxygen-terminated surface.  The increase in 

desorption temperature suggests that terminal oxygen interacts more strongly with 

molecular CH3I than 3-coordinate oxygen anions.  The reaction of terminal oxygen with 

chlorocarbons has been reported in previous work from our lab [31, 45], where the 

reaction of chlorocarbons results in the exchange of chlorine for oxygen, and the 

replacement of terminal oxygen with halogen.  Messina et al. report that iodine-oxygen 

bond lengths decrease and bond strengths increases with increasing Lewis basicity of O 

atoms [46].  Previous work in our lab with BF3 adsorption indicates that terminal oxygen 
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is a stronger Lewis base than 3-coordinate oxygen [47], and suggests, based on the work 

by Messina et al., that terminal oxygen should bind iodomethane via an O···I (non-

covalent) interaction more strongly than 3-coordinate oxygen. 

Dehydrogenation of methyl species is the proposed rate-limiting step for methane 

and ethylene production at 505 K on the stoichiometric surface.  By using CD3I and 

CH3I, the breaking of C-D versus C-H bonds is expected to impact the desorption 

temperature via a kinetic isotope effect (KIE).  For the stoichiometric surface, the CH4 

and CH2=CH2 desorption peak temperatures at 505 K for CH3I should shift up in 

temperature by about 17 K for CD4 and CD2=CD2from CD3I.  However, from both 

reactants CD3I and CH3I, the peak temperatures for CD4, CH4, CD2=CD2, CH2=CH2, D2 

and H2 occur at the same temperature (505 K) suggesting that no KIE is observed.  

Evidence of KIEs in thermal desorption have been reported in the literature.  For 

example, Brainard and Madix report a KIE shift of 25 K for a rate-limiting C-H bond 

breaking step near 500 K on Cu for higher heating rates [48].  However, the peak widths 

(FWHM) for their product desorption traces are around 40 K, while the FWHM of the 

product desorption traces from Cr2O3 in our experiments  is 100 K.  Clearly, observing a 

shift of 17 K for a 100 K wide peak in our experiments is less likely than in the earlier 

case reported for a metallic sample.  A possible reason for the difficulty could be 

nonuniform heating non-uniform heating of our ceramic sample by conduction from 

underlying metallic sample holder, which might causes the features to broaden and make 

the temperature shift difficult to observe. 
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3.4.4. Comparison to literature 

 Based on previous work with ordered metal oxide surfaces, Barteau has suggested 

that coupling reactions on oxide surfaces require  surface cation sites with at least two 

coordination vacancies to accommodate the coupling ligands at the same metal center 

[49].  These requirements are observed for the coupling of alkoxide intermediates to 

ethers [50] and vinyl surface species to butadiene [51].  However, the chemistry observed 

over the stoichiometric )2110( surface does not appear to follow this proposed site 

requirement, since the majority surface Cr cation species on the stoichiometric surface 

expose only one coordination vacancy.  The results of this study indicate that a mobile 

surface fragment may couple with other mobile or immobile fragments (methylene 

coupling or methylene insertion) without a stable intermediate condition involving both 

ligands bound at the same cation.  One can, however, imagine a transition state for the 

coupling reaction involving the binding of both ligands at the same metal center. 

 Queeney et al. report an investigation on the role of oxygen coordination on the 

reactivity of methyl fragments on Mo(110) [25].  They used high resolution electron 

energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) to identify the surface intermediates and the two, 

coordinatively- different surface oxygen species: terminal and quasi-threefold [25].  Their 

study clearly shows that methyl fragments form methoxide intermediates at the 3-

coordinate oxygen species [25].  In addition, adsorbed methanol also forms methoxide at 

the 3-coordinate oxygen species by C-O bond migration [25].  Both reactants evolve 

methyl radicals at ~625 K in thermal desorption [25].  They conclude that methyl 

fragments bonded preferentially with 3-coordinate oxygen surface species on Mo(110) 

[25].   The results for Cr2O3 )2110( indicate the opposite trend.  When only 3-coordinate 
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oxygen is available (i.e., stoichiometric surface), methyl fragments bind at the Cr cation 

sites and give products typical of metal surfaces.  In contrast, CH3I produces oxygenated 

hydrocarbons (formaldehyde, formic acid), carbon oxides (carbon dioxide) and water on 

an oxygen-terminated Cr2O3 )2110( surface.  Clearly, terminal oxygen is responsible for 

the oxygenated products, and interacts preferentially with methyl fragments on the 

oxygen terminate surface, in comparison to the 3-coordinate oxygen on the stoichiometric 

surface . 

3.5. Conclusions 

 The reaction of iodomethane on the stoichiometric surface exhibits chemistry 

similar to metals, producing ethylene and methane at 505 K in a rate-limiting 

dehydrogenation step of methyl fragments.  The 3-coordinate lattice oxygen anions 

exposed on the stoichiometric surface do not react to give products associated with 

oxygen insertion.  In the presence of terminal-oxygen, the production of water, 

formaldehyde, formic acid and carbon dioxide is observed, as well as ethylene.  At 725 

K, rate-limiting formate dehydrogenation produces water, carbon dioxide and formic 

acid. 
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Reaction Chemistry of CH2I2 on Cr2O3 2)1(10  

4.0 Introduction 

The reaction of methane is not readily studied under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 

conditions because of the high activation barrier for C-H bond breaking.  The initial 

dehydrogenation step in the catalytic conversion of methane is rate-limiting, and occurs 

far above temperatures of desorption in vacuum [1- 3].  To circumvent this problem, 

methyl fragments (CH3 (ads)) can be produced from other reactants to bypass the initial 

rate-limiting dehydrogenation step.  Because the C-I bonds are much weaker and much 

easier to break than C-H bonds, methyl fragments are formed from iodomethane (CH3I) 

[3].  In a similar manner, diiodomethane (CH2I2) can be used as a source of methylene 

fragments (CH2 (ads)) by multiple C-I bond breaking [3-10]. 

Several thermal desorption studies are available which describe the reactivity of 

methylene (CH2 (ads)) fragments over a variety of metal surfaces including Al(111), 

Cu(100), Rh(111), Pd(100), Mo(110) and (100) [3-13].    The most common reaction 

pathway reported for these metal surfaces in thermal desorption is the migration and 

coupling of methylene to produce ethylene [3-11].  In addition to ethylene, the production 

of methane, surface carbon and H2 from the dehydrogenation of methylene is observed 

either simultaneously with ethylene or at higher temperatures [3-11].  Methylene 

hydrogenation to methane requires the intermediate formation of a methyl fragment in the 

reaction pathway.  The dehydrogenation of methylene has been proposed as the rate-

limiting step for methane production, and is the source of hydrogen for the hydrogenation 

of methylene [3, 4, 7-11].   
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 Dehydrogenation of surface methylene can be expected to form either 

methylidyne intermediates (CH (ads)) or surface carbon.  On Ni(111) the reaction of 

methyl fragments to acetylene is thought to occur through methylidyne coupling [10].      

On Al(111), surface methylidyne formed by methyl fragment dehydrogenation undergoes 

dehydrogenation to H2 and surface carbon [11]. 

 The reaction of methylene fragments over oxygen-covered metal surfaces gives a 

variety of oxidation products.  The reaction of methylene with oxygen-covered Rh(111) 

[12] and Pt(111) [13] leads to oxygen insertion, and the formation of formaldehyde.  In 

addition, non-selective oxidation to carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water is 

reported over oxygen-covered Pt(111) [13] and Pd(100) [14].   

4.2.  Experimental  

Experimental equipment and preparation techniques are decribed in Chapter 1.    

Diiodomethane (CH2I2, Aldrich, 99%) was purified by flash distillation.  The only 

contaminants observed after distillation were dichloromethane (CH2Cl2), which is the 

chemical precursor for the production of CH2I2, and chloroiodomethane (CH2ICl).  Since 

the purpose of studying the reaction of CH2I2 is to produce surface methylene, and C-Cl 

bonds are readily broken on this surface [19], the small amounts (< 2% total) of CH2ICl 

and CH2Cl2 are also expected to produce surface methylene.   

For all TDS experiments, gas exposures were accomplished by backfilling the 

chamber through a variable leak valve with the sample temperature held at 90 K.  All 

reported exposures have been corrected for ion gauge sensitivity [15].  For each gas 

phase product, the m/z ratio of the parent mass (molecular weight) was collected, except 

for CH2I2 and CH2=CH2.  For CH2I2, a m/z=141 was used because the parent mass of 
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m/z=268 is above the upper limit of 200 of our mass spectrometer.   For CH2=CH2, a 

m/z=27 is used to avoid the m/z=28 signal associated with carbon monoxide in the 

background of the vacuum system.  Relative amounts of products were obtained by 

comparison of the integrated areas of the desorption traces following corrections with 

experimentally determined mass spectrometer sensitivity factors [16]. 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Thermal Desorption 

 The reaction of CH2I2 was examined by TDS on the nearly-stoichiometric and 

oxygen terminated surfaces.  Reaction products observed are methane, ethylene, surface 

carbon, and surface iodine on the nearly-stoichiometric surface.  On the oxygen-

terminated surface, the products are formic acid, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 

formaldehyde, water and surface iodine.  Other products tested for but not detected 

include hydrogen iodide (HI), iodine (I2), iodomethane (CH3I) and the remaining C1 and 

C2 hydrocarbons and oxygenates. 

4.3.1.1 Nearly stoichiometric surface 

 Figure 4.1 shows the product desorption traces from TDS obtained following a 

0.06 L dose of CH2I2 on a freshly prepared nearly-stoichiometric surface at 90 K.  The 

desorption products observed in TDS are ethylene and methane.  Ethylene is the primary 

carbon containing product (55% selectivity on C1 basis).  Features for ethylene are 

observed near 285 K and 390 K.  The feature at 390 K has a tail toward higher 

temperatures.  The low temperature ethylene feature at 285 K is desorption limited [17].  

This same desorption feature is also observed in thermal desorption in blank runs with no 

CH2I2 exposure, hence the low temperature ethylene signal is not due to the reaction of  
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Figure 4.1. TDS product spectra for a 0.06 L CH2I2 dose on a 
nearly-stoichiometric surface.
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CH2I2 on the stoichiometric surface.  The 285 K feature arises from the uptake of 

background ethylene that appears to form from the interaction of CH2I2 with the system 

ion gauge and ion pump.  A feature for product methane (45% selectivity) is also 

observed at 520 K.  A small feature for dihydrogen is observed at 370 K.  However, a 

comparison of the small H2 feature to traces collected intentionally from the sample 

holder hardware indicates that the small H2 signal at 370 K is not associated with the 

reaction chemistry of CH2I2 on the Cr2O3 surface, but with a much larger H2 desorption 

signal originating from chemistry on the metallic holder.  The inability to see any H2 

desorption signal attributable to chemistry on the chromia surface is a short coming of the 

present measurements, and caused by the difficulty in observing small hydrogen signals 

on the large background levels of H2 in the vacuum chamber.  No CH2I2 desorption is 

observed in the initial runs, which indicates that CH2I2 adsorbs irreversibly with complete 

conversion to products. 

Figure 4.2 shows the change in integrated peak signals of carbon containing 

products on the stoichiometric surface with consecutive 0.06 L doses of CH2I2.  The 

integrated peak signals are proportional to the amounts of the desorption products.  For 

the first four exposures, CH2I2 is not observed.  By a total dose of 0.3 L, a desorption 

feature at 270 K appears for CH2I2 with only small variations in signal intensity for 

following doses.  A desorption feature for CH2I2 indicates that some reversible, non-

dissociative adsorption occurs as a result of consecutive doses.  The production of 

methane decreases rapidly to near zero amounts when desorption of CH2I2 is observed.  

The production of ethylene decreases slowly with consecutive doses.  The decrease in the 

intensity of the integrated desorption signal for methane compared to ethylene (the only  
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other carbon containing product) reflects a rapid decrease in methane selectivity with 

consecutive doses, which is likely linked to the same process responsible for CH2I2 

desorption.  The total shown in Figure 4.2 is the sum of the integrated desorption signals 

of all carbon containing molecules on a C1 basis, and represents the variation in uptake of 

reactant molecules with dose.  The uptake of CH2I2 decreases with consecutive dose. 

The change in uptake indicates that the sticking coefficient changes with 

successive exposures of CH2I2.  The initial irreversible adsorption of CH2I2, and the lack 

of other iodine containing products suggest that CH2I2 dissociates and deposits iodine on 

the surface (as shown below).  The deposition of iodine modifies the surface, and is the 

primary source of the observed changes in sticking coefficient and reaction selectivity. 

Figure 4.2 shows that the production of ethylene drops off slowly with small 

consecutive 0.06 L doses of CH2I2.  However, the shape of the ethylene desorption traces 

also changes with consecutive dose and the deposition of iodine adatoms.  These changes 

occur quickly, and are most easily seen for a sequence of smaller consecutive 0.02 L 

doses of CH2I2, as shown in Figure 4.3.  The sequence of exposures starts from top to 

bottom, and shows a shift in ethylene desorption temperature with consecutive dose.  The 

primary feature for ethylene broadens, and the peak maximum shifts from 390 to 490 K.  

Given that the peak temperature shifts up with decreasing amounts of ethylene produced 

in consecutive doses, a second order Redhead analysis was performed to check for a rate-

limiting second order process [18].  The analysis gave no indication of second order 

kinetics. 

Methane desorption traces (not shown) for a sequence of consecutive 0.02 L 

doses of CH2I2 decrease in intensity, and shift upward slightly in temperature from 520 to  
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540 K for a cumulative 0.1 L dose.  The increase in desorption temperature with a 

decrease in desorption signal suggests a possible second order process for the rate-

limiting step.  However, a Redhead second order analysis was performed and gave no 

indication of second order kinetics. 

4.3.1.2 Oxygen-terminated surface 

Figure 4.4 shows the complete set of product desorption traces for a 0.18 L CH2I2 

dose over a freshly prepared, oxygen-terminated surface.  With the addition of terminal 

oxygen to the surface, oxygen containing desorption products are observed.  In addition 

to CH2I2, the products observed in TDS (in order of selectivity on a C1 basis) are carbon 

dioxide (53%), carbon monoxide (33%) formic acid (7%), formaldehyde (7%), and 

water.  The feature for carbon dioxide appears at 730 K, with a shoulder around 650 K.  

The trace for formic acid is nearly identical to the trace for carbon dioxide with features 

at 650 and 730 K.  The similar peak temperatures and shapes are an indication that the 

products originate from a common surface intermediate with the same rate-limiting step.  

The feature for water appears as a step around 500 K.  The water feature tails to higher 

temperatures until the end of the heating ramp, where a small feature is observed at 

730K.  Two features for carbon monoxide are observed at 470 K and 650 K.  The feature 

for formaldehyde is similar to carbon monoxide with a peak at 470 K, tails to higher 

temperatures.  The high temperature edge of the formaldehyde feature coincides with the 

high temperature edge of the 470 K carbon monoxide feature.  Two features for CH2I2 are 

observed near 290 K and 390 K.  A material balance based on the integrated desorption 

traces fails to account for all the hydrogen (~72% missing) based on the stoichiometry of  
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CH2I2, and is likely due to the difficulty in detecting small amounts of water above the 

elevated background levels in the vacuum chamber. 

Figure 4.5 shows the changes in integrated peak signals with consecutive doses.  

The trends for HCOOH and CO2 are the same, and show a sharp decrease with 

consecutive doses.  Also, the trends for CO and H2O are the same with a sudden increase 

after initial exposure, followed by a decrease.  For CH2O, the desorbing amount increases 

with consecutive doses.  The total in Figure 4.5 is the sum of all product signals for 

carbon containing products on a C1 basis, and represents the uptake of the reactant 

molecule.  The uptake over the oxygen-terminated surface mimics the trend for CO and 

H2O, it increases from first to second dose, then decreases for following doses.  Similar to 

the stoichiometric surface, the variation in uptake suggests a change in sticking 

coefficient due to surface modification with consecutive doses (see below).  

Figure 4.6 shows the variation in selectivity on a C1 basis with consecutive doses 

on an oxygen-terminated surface.  The selectivity for doubly oxygenated products 

(HCOOH and CO2) decreases with consecutive doses, while the selectivity for singly 

oxygenated products (CO and CH2O) increases with consecutive dose.  These desorption 

products incorporate oxygen, where the only available oxygen source is from the surface.  

The removal of surface oxygen, namely terminal oxygen (discussed later), results in 

modification of the surface, and drives the changes in selectivity. 

The variation in CO and H2O desorption traces changes with consecutive dose are 

as illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.  Figure 4.7 shows the carbon monoxide desorption 

traces for consecutive 0.18 L doses of CH2I2.  For the first dose, two high temperature 

features are observed at 470 and 650 K.  The 470 K feature diminishes with consecutive  
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Figure 4.8.  H2O desorption traces for consecutive  0.18 L 
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doses and is gone by the third dose.  The 650 K feature either diminishes or is obscured 

by a new feature at 695 K.  The 695 K feature remains at a constant temperature as the 

amount of available terminal oxygen diminishes.  The peak temperature of CO at 695 K 

remains constant with consecutive doses, while the desorption amount decreases, 

suggesting a first order rate-limiting process. 

Figure 4.8 shows water desorption traces for consecutive 0.18 L doses of CH2I2.  

In the first dose, the feature for water appears as a step at 500 K.  The water feature tails 

to higher temperatures until the end of the heating ramp with a small feature at 730 K.  

The step at 500 K diminishes quickly with consecutive doses, and is gone by the second 

dose.  A large, high temperature feature appears at 695 K in the second dose, and 

decreases in intensity with additional doses.  In addition to following a similar trend as 

CO, the peak temperature and shapes are the same for the 695 K desorption features for 

both CO and H2O, which indicates they originate from a common surface intermediate 

with the same rate-limiting step. 

Figure 4.9 shows TDS traces of carbon dioxide for consecutive 0.18 L doses of 

CH2I2.  Similar traces are observed for formic acid (not shown).  The features at 730 K 

diminish in intensity and shift down in peak temperature to 710 K with consecutive 

doses.  The identical peak temperature and shape for HCOOH and CO2 desorption 

features suggests that they originate from a common surface intermediate with the same 

rate-limiting step.  

Figure 4.10 shows TDS traces of CH2O for consecutive 0.18 L doses of CH2I2.  

The temperature of the desorption feature shifts with consecutive doses, starting at 470 K 

and increasing to 560 K.  With consecutive dose, the features from 480 to 560 K grow in  
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Figure 4.9.  CO2 desorption traces for consecutive 0.18 L 
CH2I2 doses on an  oxygen-terminated surface.
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Figure 4.10.  CH2O desorption traces for consecutive  
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intensity and broaden with a tail to higher temperatures.  A significant contribution to the 

raw m/z=30 signal used for CH2O traces originates from CH2I2 desorption, and the small 

features between 250 and 400 K are artifacts of the subtraction made to remove the CH2I2 

contributions from the desorption traces. 

4.3.2. AES 

Post reaction AES was performed after TDS experiments to compare initial and 

final surface conditions.  Trace amounts of surface carbon are deposited during TDS on 

the nearly-stoichiometric surface, but not on the oxygen-terminated surface.  The increase 

in carbon on the stoichiometric surface corresponds to a maximum C/Cr ratio of 0.03, 

suggesting carbon coverages equivalent to about 9% coverage of the surface chromium 

sites [19-21]. 

In addition to carbon on the stoichiometric surface, an increase in intensity of the 

AES derivative spectrum is observed in the kinetic energy range where IMNN Auger 

electrons are expected [22].  The kinetic energies for CrLMM, OKLL, and IMNN Auger 

electrons all overlap.  Since an increase is observed and iodine is being added to the 

system via the irreversible adsorption of CH2I2, the increase in intensity is clearly 

associated with iodine deposition. 

On the oxygen-terminated surface, only small differences are observed in AES 

spectra collected before and after TDS experiments.  As mentioned above, the energies 

for CrLMM, OKLL, and IMNN Auger electrons overlap.  In addition, the sensitivity factors 

for OKLL (0.41) and IMNN (0.34) are close in value [22].  The production of oxygenated 

products indicates that surface oxygen is removed, and the lack of iodine-containing 

products suggests that iodine is deposited.  The replacement of terminal oxygen with 
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chlorine has been previously reported for the reaction of chlorocarbons on this surface 

[26].  A similar reaction process for CH2I2 with iodine adatoms replacing terminal 

oxygen can explain the lack of variation in the AES spectra with reaction on the oxygen 

terminated surface. 

4.4. Discussion 

4.4.1 Stoichiometric surface 

The surface reactions of methylene (CH2 (ads)) on Cr2O3 )2110( have been studied 

using diiodomethane as the CH2 (ads) precursor.  For initial exposures during TDS studies, 

no molecular desorption of CH2I2 is observed, indicating irreversible adsorption.  CH2I2 

is thought to dissociate to CH2 (ads) and iodine adatoms upon adsorption.  The dissociative 

adsorption of CH3I on the stoichiometric surface is indicated by the observation of iodine 

adatoms and CH3 (ads) below 300 K in XPS, along with non-iodine containing gas phase 

reaction products observed in TDS [23].  Similar chemistry is observed from CH2I2.  

Chiang et al. have inferred that if both iodomethane and diiodomethane produce non-

iodine containing gas phase products, and iodomethane dissociates to form CH3, then 

diiodomethane likely dissociates to form CH2 (ads) [8].  In post-reaction AES, iodine 

adatoms are observed from the reaction of CH2I2, which gives a clear indication that 

dissociation of CH2I2 occurs.  By applying the same reasoning as Chiang et al., the 

irreversible dissociation of CH2I2 is believed to result in the formation of methylene 

fragments on the surface. 

The irreversible dissociative adsorption of CH2I2 impacts the reactions of CH2I2 

on Cr2O3 )2110(  in consecutive doses.  The dissociation process that forms methylene 

fragments also deposits iodine atoms which are not removed via reaction in TDS.  The 
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exposure of consecutive doses of CH2I2 changes the product selectivity, sticking 

coefficient, and activation barrier to ethylene production, as illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 

4.3.  The deposition of iodine adatoms is the most prevalent surface modification event 

that occurs with consecutive dose.  Reaction studies of CH3I on Cr2O3 )2110( shows that 

iodine adatoms cap surface Cr cations [23], and a similar process from dissociative 

adsorption of CH2I2 on Cr2O3 )2110( is expected as well.  Surface modification by the site 

blocking of Cr cations by iodine on the stoichiometric surface is the primary cause of the 

changes in selectivity, sticking coefficient, and activation barriers for ethylene 

production. 

The most common reaction pathway for methylene fragments on metal surfaces is 

coupling to ethylene (1), and this same reaction pathway is dominant on the  

2 CH2 (ads)    → C2H4      (1)  

stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110(  surface.  However, the lack of second order kinetics suggests 

that the bimolecular coupling of methylene is not the rate limiting step in ethylene 

production.  The ethylene desorption features broaden and shift to higher temperatures 

with increased iodine deposition impacting the rate limiting step.  The shift in desorption 

temperature is accompanied by a small drop off in ethylene production for consecutive 

small doses (0.06 L) of CH2I2.  It appears that decoration of the surface with iodine 

adatoms increases the activation barrier to methylene diffusion and hence ethylene 

production on the stoichiometric surface. 

The production of CH4 in the 520 to 540 K temperature range indicates that a 

dehydrogenation process must occur to liberate the hydrogen necessary for methylene 

hydrogenation to methane (2).  Dehydrogenation of surface methylene and/or 
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CH2 (ads) + 2 H (ads) → CH4       (2) 

methylidyne fragments is known to produce D2 near 540 K in CD3I reaction studies on 

the stoichiometric surface [23].  Since methane evolution from CH2I2 occurs in this same 

temperature range, the dehydrogenation of methylene and/or methylidyne is assigned as 

the rate limiting step in the production of CH4 near 520 K.  The process is likely to 

involve the formation of methyl fragments as a surface intermediate (3). 

CH2 (ads) + H (ads) → CH3(ads)      (3) 

The assignment of fragment dehydrogenation as the rate limiting step in methane 

production near 520 K is problematic given that an H2 desorption signal is expected to 

accompany a surface dehydrogenation step in this temperature range, but none is 

observed.  This apparent discrepancy between the experimental results and the 

assignment of the rate limiting step is a consequence of our inability to detect very small 

H2 desorption signals on the high background of H2 in the vacuum system. 

For consecutive doses of CH2I2 on the stoichiometric surface, the deposition of 

iodine has effects both the activity and selectivity of the surface chemistry.  It is clear that 

site blocking of surface Cr cations with iodine decreases the uptake and the dissociation 

probability of CH2I2, simply due to the elimination of reactive coordinately unsaturated 

surface cation sites for dissociative adsorption.  It is also seen that the production of 

methane drops off much more rapidly than the production of ethylene with the deposition 

of surface iodine.  To date, no explanation can be offered as to why the deposition of 

iodine shuts down the reaction pathway to methane more rapidly than the coupling 

reaction to ethylene. 
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4.4.2 Oxygen-terminated surface 

 The reaction chemistry on the freshly prepared oxygen-terminated surface is 

dramatically different than observed on the nearly-stoichiometric surface.  Oxygenated 

hydrocarbons are produced which are not observed from the stoichiometric surface in the 

presence of 3-coordinate surface oxygen species.  These results indicate that terminal 

oxygen is required to initiate all the reaction processes responsible for the generation of 

oxygen-containing products.  Since CH2I2 does not yield any iodine-containing 

desorption products, iodine must be deposited on the surface.  Also, a limited amount of 

terminal oxygen is available at the surface, and is depleted via reaction in experiments 

involving consecutive doses of CH2I2.  Previous work has shown that the reaction of 

chlorocarbons with the oxygen terminated surface can occur, with terminal oxygen being 

consumed and replaced with Cl adatoms [26].  For the reaction of CH2I2, a similar 

replacement of terminal oxygen with iodine is expected. 

Since formaldehyde is not observed on the nearly-stoichiometric surface, the 

formation of formaldehyde on the oxygen-terminated surface must involve terminal 

oxygen insertion into surface methylene species (7).  The formaldehyde  

CH2 (ads)  + O (terminal)   → CH2O     (7) 

desorption feature at 470 K is observed over the same temperature range as the reaction 

of formaldehyde on the stoichiometric surface [25], and attributed to the desorption of 

molecularly chemisorbed formaldehyde on stoichiometric-like surface domains created 

when terminal oxygen insertion into methylene yields formaldehyde [25]. 

Since formaldehyde is formed at lower temperatures (as evidenced by the CH2O 

desorption feature at 470 K), one might also expect to see evidence of higher temperature 
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reactions of formaldehyde on Cr2O3 )2110( .  At 695 K, the decomposition of 

dioxymethylene yields CO and CH2O desorption products from the reaction of 

formaldehyde on the stoichiometric surface [25].  For the reaction of CH2I2 on the 

oxygen terminated surface, a 695 K desorption feature for CO is observed, along with 

CH2O which appears in a broad tail in the desorption trace out to 700 K.  Given the 

similarity in products and temperatures, this surface chemistry is attributed to the same 

type of dioxymethylene decomposition reaction seen in the reaction of formaldehyde on 

the stoichiometric surface [25].  

In the study of the reactions of formaldehyde on the stoichiometric surface, the 

dehydrogenation of dioxymethylene gives rise to bidentate formate intermediates, which 

dehydrogenate near 720 K to produce CO, CO2 and HCOOH [25].  The desorption 

temperatures (710 to 730 K) for CO2 and HCOOH from the reaction of CH2I2 on the 

oxygen-terminated surface are in this same range [24, 25].  The simultaneous desorption 

of these products indicates that they originate from a common surface intermediate with 

the same rate limiting step.  Similar to the reactions observed for formaldehyde [25], 

formate dehydrogenation is the rate limiting step for the evolution of these products from 

the reaction of CH2I2 with the oxygen terminated surface. 

 The selectivity for oxygen-containing products changes drastically as terminal 

oxygen is removed via reaction.  Figure 4.6 shows that the selectivity for HCOOH and 

CO2 drops rapidly while CO and CH2O increase with consecutive doses.  An obvious 

connection between this change in selectivity and the surface condition is that the 

concentration of available terminal oxygen decreases as the selectivity shifts.  The doubly 

oxygenated products (intermediates) are formed when the coverage of terminal oxygen is 
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high, and the selectivity shifts to singly oxygenated products as the coverage of terminal 

oxygen decreases. 

4.4.3. Comparison to the reaction of formaldehyde. 

The reaction chemistry for CH2I2 on the oxygen-terminated surface is quite 

similar to the chemistry observed for formaldehyde and formic acid on the nearly-

stoichiometric surface [24, 25].  Around 450 K, desorption limited CH2O is observed 

following formaldehyde adsorption on the stoichiometric surface, and is accompanied by 

dehydrogenation to CO.  A similar CH2O desorption temperature is observed for CH2I2 

exposures on the oxygen-terminated surface.  In addition to CH2O that is formed at 470 K 

from adsorbed CH2I2 on the oxygen-terminated surface, CO desorption occurs at 470 on a 

freshly prepared oxygen-terminated surface, suggesting the dehydrogenation of CH2O.   

The main difference between the reaction of CH2I2 on the oxygen-terminated 

surface and the reaction of CH2O on the stoichiometric surface is the production of water.  

H2 desorption, normally seen accompanying dehydrogenation products above 600 K on 

the stoichiometric surface, is replaced by water desorption from the oxygen-terminated 

surface.  The dissociative adsorption of water on the nearly-stoichiometric surface has 

been reported to form surface hydroxyls that are stable to 475 K [26], so water production 

above 475 K is reaction-limited. On O-terminated Cr2O3 )2110( , it is apparent that 

surface hydrogen is scavenged by terminal oxygen to produce water. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The use of CH2I2 provides insight into the reaction of methylene fragments over 

Cr2O3 )2110( surfaces.  The dissociative adsorption of CH2I2 results in surface methylene 

fragments and iodine adatoms.  On the stoichiometric surface, methylene fragments 
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couple to produce ethylene, and the rate limiting dehydrogenation of hydrocarbon 

(methylene and methylidyne) surface species produces methane from 520 to 540 K.  The 

increased concentration of iodine adatoms on the stoichiometric surface lowers the 

sticking probability, raises the barrier for diffusion of methylene fragments, and shuts 

down the reaction channel for methane production.  On the oxygen-terminated surface, 

oxygen insertion is observed by the desorption–limited evolution of CH2O at 470 K.  In 

addition, production of CO, CH2O, HCOOH and CO2 above 650 K is attributed to 

dioxymethylene and formate dehydrogenation.  The chemistry is similar to that observed 

for the reaction of formaldehyde on the stoichiometric surface, indicating that methylene 

fragments form the same surface intermediates by terminal oxygen insertion as are 

formed by formaldehyde adsorption on the stoichiometric surface.  However, in the 

presence of terminal-oxygen species, the dehydrogenation of formate and 

dioxymethylene results in the formation of water as opposed to H2.  These results indicate 

that terminal oxygen scavenges surface hydrogen to produce water, while three 

coordinate surface oxygen anions do not. 
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Summary and Recommended Future Work 

5.1 Summary 

 The reactions of C1 hydrocarbon fragments were studied on Cr2O3 )2110(  to 

investigate the impact of surface oxygen coordination on oxidation chemistry.  The 

reaction of methyl and methylene fragments on the stoichiometric surface yields products 

similar to those formed on metal surfaces.  On the stoichiometric surface, no oxygen 

containing products are observed, indicating that 3-coordinate oxygen anions alone do 

not participate in oxygen insertion reactions.  However, the reaction of methyl and 

methylene fragments on the oxygen-terminated surface produces oxygenated products, 

indicating that oxygen insertion reactions are initiated by terminal chromyl oxygen on 

Cr2O3 )2110( . 

The reactions of C1 oxygenates were investigated to gain insight into the reaction 

pathways associated with oxygen insertion and oxygenate production from hydrocarbon 

fragments, and to determine if oxygenates on the stoichiometric surface provide a 

reasonable model for the reaction of hydrocarbon fragments with terminal oxygen.  This 

comparison is possible since oxygenated products are formed on the oxygen-terminated 

surface from hydrocarbon fragments.  The products observed following the insertion of 

terminal oxygen into methylene fragments appear to involve similar surface intermediates 

and reaction pathways to those associated with the reaction of formaldehyde with the 

stoichiometric surface.  These results seem to justify the use of formaldehyde reaction 

studies on the stoichiometric surface to model the chemical steps occurring following 

terminal oxygen insertion into methylene fragments. 
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The primary difference observed for the reaction of oxygenated surface 

intermediates produced from terminal oxygen insertion into methylene fragments or from 

the adsorption of hydrocarbon oxygenates on the stoichiometric surface were seen in the 

fate of hydrogen liberated from these intermediates via C-H bond breaking.  Reactions of 

oxygenates on the stoichiometric surface yield H2 as a product, while water is formed 

instead in the presence of terminal oxygen.  These results indicate that terminal oxygen is 

reactive and scavenges hydrogen liberated by C-H bond breaking reactions, while three 

coordinate surface lattice oxygen does not. 

Based on previous work with ordered metal oxide surfaces, Barteau has suggested 

that coupling reactions on oxide surfaces require surface cation sites with at least two 

coordination vacancies to accommodate the coupling ligands at the same metal center [1].  

These site requirements have been suggested for several reactions including the coupling 

of alkoxide intermediates to ethers [2], and the coupling of vinyl species to butadiene [3].  

However, while the majority surface Cr cation sites on the stoichiometric Cr2O3 )2110(  

surface expose only one coordination vacancy, the coupling of methylene to ethylene is 

still observed.  The results of this study indicate that a mobile surface fragment may 

couple with other mobile or immobile fragments (methylene coupling or methylene 

insertion) without the formation of a stable intermediate involving both ligands bound at 

the same cation. 

5.2. Recommendations for future work 

 In the study of hydrocarbon fragments on the oxygen-terminated Cr2O3 )2110(  

surface, the presence of terminal oxygen is necessary to initiate the oxygen insertion 

reaction that leads to oxygenated products.  However, the incorporation of 3-coordinate 
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oxygen into products through a surface intermediate like dioxymethylene  [4], indicates 

that 3-coodinate oxygen can be removed following nucleophilic attack on highly electron 

deficient carbon centers like those associated with singly oxygenated surface 

intermediates.  Similar carbon centers formed by the insertion of terminal oxygen into 

hydrocarbon fragments may also undergo nucleophilic attack by 3-coordinate oxygen.  

Since the dissociative adsorption of oxygen caps Cr cations [5], the preparation of an 

oxygen-terminated surface using 18O2 instead of 16O2 should cap Cr cations with 18O 

labeled terminal oxygen.  A preparation of the oxygen-terminated surface with 18O 

labeled species should provide a means of clearly distinguishing the origin of the O atoms 

incorporated into the different oxygenated products in TDS based on the mass of the 

desorbing products.  These measurements might be especially useful for understanding 

the origin of the oxygen atoms incorporated into doubly oxygenated products like CO2 

and HCOOH. 

 The observation of H2 products associated with methylene dehydrogenation and 

methane formation from CH2I2 was complicated by the difficulty in observing the 

desorption of small amounts of H2.  The reason for the difficulty is that the vacuum 

chamber has a high background level of H2, which requires the use of less sensitive scales 

for its detection with our mass spectrometer.  A source of CD2I2 (Aldrich) has been found 

recently which would eliminate this problem since there is no background at m/z=4 to 

interfere with the detection of D2. 
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